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With the rapid development of new biomedical and biopharmacy data collection technologies, it is desired to develop
corresponding methods and tools for analyzing these big
data with various structures. Such efforts can help deriving
important information and knowledge from these data to
promote the development of biomedicine and drug design.
In this special issue, eight interesting studies were
included. Novel methods were proposed for analyzing
unconventional data, such as biomedical annotation and
annotator data, PET/CT Images. And useful tools were
developed for interdisciplinary research, such as facial visualization system.
Q.-D. Fan et al. analyzed the cell apoptosis network at
posttranslational level with time delay differential equations.
Their results suggest that posttranslational modifications
of p53 have different dynamics and functions. The article
provides a dynamical insight of p53-induced cell repair and
cell apoptosis.
A. Wu proposed a weighted and concept-extended
resource description framework (RDF) model to rank the
annotations by evaluating their correctness according to
user’s vote and the semantic relevancy between the annotator
and the annotated entity. This approach is applicable and
efficient even when data set is large.
W. Kong et al. reconstructed the signaling pathways of
Alzheimer’s disease by combining protein-protein interaction

(PPI) data with gene expression data. They found that the
genes on the reconstructed pathways play crucial roles in
inflammatory response and APP (amyloid precursor protein).
W. Hongwei et al. described a new data visualization
system by plotting the human face to observe the comprehensive effects of multivariate data. The graphics device interface
(GDI+) in the Visual Studio.NET development platform was
used to generate facial image according to Z values from sets
of normal data.
Y. Guo et al. proposed a robust method for automatic
lung tumor segmentation on PET/CT image. This method is
based on fuzzy Markov random filed model and can achieve
effective lung tumor segmentation even when tumors locate
near other organs with similar intensities in PET and CT
images.
H. Zhao et al. employed the hexaMplot to illustrate the
continuous variation of the gene expressions of the embryonic cells treated with the different doses of tachyplesin I (TP
I). The technology of hexaMplot was proved to be an intuitive
and effective tool to illustrate the genetic interrelations in
microarray analysis.
Y. Cui et al. proposed a novel case allocation system,
MACT, using minimization method. This system employs a
simplified database and has a unified interface that manages
trials, participants, and allocations. Applications show that
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MACT is stable, manageable, and easy-to-use. Its outstanding
features are attracting more random clinical trials.
X. Qiu et al. proposed a hybrid method Quad-PRE to
predict protein quaternary structure attributes using the
properties of amino acid, predicted secondary structure, predicted relative solvent accessibility, position-specific scoring
matrix profiles, and motifs. The overall accuracy of QuadPRE is 81.7%. Quad-PRE can classify protein quaternary
structure attributes effectively.
As more biomedical and biopharmacy data will be generated in the future and the data structure will be even more
complex, the methods and tools in this special issue may
become important and inspire other researchers.
Yudong Cai
Tao Huang
Lei Chen
Shan Gao
Ning Zhang
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The combination of positron emission tomography (PET) and CT images provides complementary functional and anatomical
information of human tissues and it has been used for better tumor volume definition of lung cancer. This paper proposed a robust
method for automatic lung tumor segmentation on PET/CT images. The new method is based on fuzzy Markov random field (MRF)
model. The combination of PET and CT image information is achieved by using a proper joint posterior probability distribution of
observed features in the fuzzy MRF model which performs better than the commonly used Gaussian joint distribution. In this study,
the PET and CT simulation images of 7 non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients were used to evaluate the proposed method.
Tumor segmentations with the proposed method and manual method by an experienced radiation oncologist on the fused images
were performed, respectively. Segmentation results obtained with the two methods were similar and Dice’s similarity coefficient
(DSC) was 0.85 ± 0.013. It has been shown that effective and automatic segmentations can be achieved with this method for lung
tumors which locate near other organs with similar intensities in PET and CT images, such as when the tumors extend into chest
wall or mediastinum.

1. Instruction
Combination of positron emission tomography (PET) and
CT images provides complementary functional and anatomical information which has been used for tumor volume definition in radiation treatment (RT) planning for lung cancer
patients [1]. Automatic methods for tumor segmentation on
PET/CT images are highly desired to avoid the inter- and
intraobserver variability caused by manual method.
Many automatic tumor segmentation techniques for
identification and delineation of cancerous tissues have been
reported such as for brain tumor [2], lung tumor [3], and
prostate tumor [4]. The segmentation can be performed
either on a single image set, such as CT [5], PET [6], or
MRI images [7], or on the fused image set of different image
modalities such as CT/PET [8–10] or multiparametric MRI
images [2, 11]. Different types of tumors and image modalities
have different image features, and thus different segmentation

strategy should be developed for effective and accurate tumor
segmentations.
CT images provide anatomical information with high
spatial resolution. However, for the lung tumors abutting
or involved in adjacent structures such as chest wall, mediastinum, or diaphragm which show intensities similar to
those of tumors on the images, it is difficult to distinguish
them from the adjacent tissues with commonly used autosegmentation algorithms. Lung tumors can be distinguished
from the adjacent tissues on PET images, but the segmentation accuracy is still limited due to the coarser spatial
resolution of the image data and motion artifacts as the result
of time-consuming procedure of data acquisition. Therefore,
one of the key points of lung tumor segmentation on PET/CT
images is to combine the advantages of the two image
modalities effectively.
Several methods [8–10] are proposed for lung tumor segmentation on PET/CT images. Most of the reported methods
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fuse different features extracted from PET and CT images
inside one single 𝑁-dimensional vector. In this paper, we
propose a new strategy for fusing PET and CT information.
The method is based on fuzzy Markov random field (MRF)
model which has shown effective performance for unsupervised image segmentation [12, 13]. Different from traditional
fuzzy MRF method, the proposed method designs a new
joint posterior probabilistic model for effective combination
of PET and CT image information. The new method was
evaluated using image data of 7 patients with lung cancer
in this study and experimental results showed its good
performance in automatic tumor delineation.
This paper is organized as follows. We first present the
basic theory about image segmentation using fuzzy MRF
model in Section 2.1. The framework of lung tumor segmentation on CT/PET images using fuzzy MRF model
is then described in Section 2.2. The evaluation of the
proposed method and quantification results are shown in
Section 3. Finally, discussion and conclusion are presented at
the end.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Image Segmentation Based on Fuzzy MRF Model. The
fuzzy MRF model is an unsupervised statistical methodology
that takes place in Bayesian framework. Image segmentation
based on fuzzy MRF model requires modeling two random
fields [14]. For the set of pixels 𝑆 = {1, . . . , 𝑁} of an image
to be segmented, 𝑌 = (𝑦𝑠 )𝑠∈𝑆 is the observed random field
which represents the observed image and takes its value in
the set of real numbers, while 𝑋 = (𝑥𝑠 )𝑠∈𝑆 is the unobserved
random field, which corresponds to the final segmentation
results and takes its value in the set of {1, 2, . . . , 𝑘, . . . , 𝐾},
with 𝐾 being the number of classes. In comparison to the
standard implementation where only a finite number of hard
classes are considered, fuzzy segmentations allow each pixel
to belong simultaneously to more than one class. From this
point of view, 𝑥𝑠 which is the realization of the random field 𝑋
for the pixel at location 𝑠 should be associated with a vector
[𝑥𝑠1 , 𝑥𝑠2 , . . . , 𝑥𝑠𝑘 , . . . , 𝑥𝑠𝐾 ]𝑇 with 𝑥𝑠1 + 𝑥𝑠2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑥𝑠𝑘 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +
𝑥𝑠𝐾 = 1, where 𝑥𝑠𝑘 is the membership degree of the pixel
to class 𝑘. The segmentation problem consists of estimating
x𝑠 = [𝑥𝑠1 , . . . , 𝑥𝑠𝑘 , . . . , 𝑥𝑠𝐾 ]𝑇 (𝑠 ∈ 𝑆) from the available noisy
observation.
The relationship between 𝑋 and 𝑌 can be modeled by the
joint distribution 𝑃(𝑋, 𝑌). According to Bayesian principle,
we have 𝑃(𝑋, 𝑌) = 𝑃(𝑌 | 𝑋)𝑃(𝑋), where 𝑃(𝑋) is the prior
distribution of 𝑋 and 𝑃(𝑌 | 𝑋) is the posterior distribution.
In the fuzzy MRF model, 𝑃(𝑋) is assumed to be stationary
and Markovian.
Image segmentation problem is considered as a maximum a posteriori (MAP) problem. That is to estimate the
membership degree matrix x = [x1 ; x2 ; . . . ; x𝑁]𝑇 of the
studied image which maximizes probability density function
(PDF) 𝑝(x | y), where 𝑁 is the number of pixels in the
image and y represents the intensity or feature vector of the
∧
image. There is x= arg maxx 𝑝(x | y). In Bayesian framework,
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𝑝(x | y) = 𝑝(y | x)𝑝(x)/𝑝(y), where 𝑝(y) can be considered
independent of 𝑝(x). Therefore, we have
∧

x = arg max 𝑝 (y | x) 𝑝 (x)
x
= arg max
[ln 𝑝 (y | x) + ln 𝑝 (x)] .
x

(1)

The probabilistic models used for 𝑝(y | x) and 𝑝(x) are based
on the prior knowledge of the studied image. In fuzzy MRF
model, 𝑋 is set as Gibbs distribution for the reason that pixels
tend to belong to the same class with their neighbors. For
the posterior distribution 𝑝(y | x), Gaussian distribution is
usually used, since, for a region with common properties in
images, it is reasonable to assume that the intensity or other
feature values are distributed around the mean value of the
class. As long as proper probabilistic models are determined,
the membership degree matrix x can be estimated by solving
the maximization problem in (2).
2.2. Tumor Segmentation on PET/CT Images Using Fuzzy MRF
Model. In this subsection, the fuzzy MRF method for tumor
segmentation on PET/CT images is described in detail. For
segmenting tumor on PET/CT images, 𝑥𝑠 is the membership
degree of the voxel at location 𝑠 to tumor class. 𝑦𝑠 is related to
some image features of the voxel at location 𝑠 extracted from
PET and CT images. Here, the CT image intensity 𝑦CT and
the standardized uptake value (SUV) 𝑦SUV derived from PET
images are used. Therefore, tumor segmentation on PET/CT
image using fuzzy MRF model is actually done to estimate the
membership degree to tumor class of each voxel by solving
the maximization problem as shown in
∧

x = arg max [ln 𝑝 (yCT , ySUV | x) + ln 𝑝 (x)] .
x

(2)

One of the key points about the above maximization problem
is to choose proper probabilistic models for 𝑝(yCT , ySUV | x)
and 𝑝(x). Since regions which show tumor features on both
PET and CT images may be tumor regions with higher possibility, we set 𝑝(yCT , ySUV | x) as x min[𝑝11 (ySUV ), 𝑝21 (yCT )] +
(1 − x) max[𝑝10 (ySUV ), 𝑝20 (yCT )], where 𝑝11 and 𝑝21 are the
PDFs of the two features given that the studied voxels belong
to tumor class, while 𝑝10 and 𝑝20 are the PDFs of the
two features given that the voxels belong to normal tissue
class. 𝑝21 and 𝑝20 are set as Gaussian functions, since the
CT intensities of tumor tissues and normal tissues around
the tumor tissues are usually assumed to be distributed
around the mean value of their own class. Besides, it is
reasonable to assume that SUVs of normal tissues have a
normal distribution, so 𝑝10 is also set as a Gaussian function.
For 𝑝11 (ySUV ), a uniform distribution is used, which means
that voxels with a SUV value greater than a threshold have
the same possibility to be tumor class. The parameters of 𝑝11 ,
𝑝21 , 𝑝10 , and 𝑝20 are estimated by fitting the histogram of the
region obtained from 𝐶-means clustering with the selected
distributions. The prior distribution of 𝑝(x) is set as Gibbs
distribution as in other fuzzy MRF methods [13]. As a result,
the final maximization problem can be noted as
∧

x = arg max 𝐶 (x) ,
x

(3)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Fused PET/CT images of two patients with lung tumors delineated by radiation oncologist shown in red lines.

with
{
𝐶 (x) = ∑ { ln [𝑥𝑖 min [𝑝11 (𝑦𝑖 SUV ) , 𝑝21 (𝑦𝑖CT )]
𝑖
{
+ (1 − 𝑥𝑖 ) max [𝑝10 (𝑦𝑖 SUV ) , 𝑝20 (𝑦𝑖CT )]]
2}
−𝛽 ∑ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 ) } ,
𝑗∈𝑅𝑖
}

(4)

where 𝑖 and 𝑗 are the image indexes, 𝑥𝑖 is the membership
degree of the 𝑖th voxel belonging to tumor class, 𝑅𝑖 is
the neighborhood (5 × 5 × 3) of the 𝑖th voxel, and 𝛽 is
the smoothing parameter which affects the smoothness of
segmentation results. Besides, 𝑝10 (𝑦𝑖SUV ) can be computed
with the following function:
𝑝10 (𝑦𝑖SUV ) =

1
2
√2𝜋𝜎10

2

exp (−

(𝑦𝑖SUV − 𝜇10 )
),
2
2𝜎10

(5)

2
where 𝜇10 and 𝜎10
are, respectively, the mean and variance
of the Gaussian function in (5). The function 𝑝11 (𝑦𝑖SUV ) is
shown as follows;

𝑦𝑖SUV < 𝑎,
{0,
𝑝11 (𝑦𝑖SUV ) = { 1
, 𝑦𝑖SUV ≥ 𝑎,
{𝑏 − 𝑎

(6)

where 𝑎 is a SUV threshold to distinguish tumor tissues from
normal tissues and 𝑏 is the maximum SUV value of the PET
image studied.
Gradient decent algorithm is used to solve the optimization problem in (3). The iterative form of the proposed
method can be summarized as follows.
(1) Initialize the vector of membership degree x(0) =
[𝑥1 (0), 𝑥2 (0), . . . , 𝑥𝑁(0)].
(2) Update x(𝑛 + 1) = x(𝑛) − 𝛼Δx(𝑛), where Δx(𝑛) =
and Δ𝑥𝑖 (𝑛) = 𝜕[−𝐶(x(𝑛))]/𝜕𝑥𝑖 (𝑛).
(3) Repeat step (2) until ‖x(𝑛 + 1) − x(𝑛)‖2 ≤ 𝜀, where
‖ ⋅ ‖2 represent 2-norm and 𝜀 is the stopping threshold
set as a small positive real number.

Figure 2: An axial CT slice of a patient with the region to be segmented marked.

In the proposed method, the step size 𝛼 and the smoothing
parameter 𝛽 need to be selected. A large step size may make
the algorithm divergent, so using a small step size is common
practice. 𝛽 should be selected according to the smoothness of
tumor tissues on images. Once the membership degree vector
x is estimated, we determine the final tumor regions using a
simple threshold method.

3. Experiments and Results
The PET and CT simulation images of 7 non-small cell
lung cancer (NSCLC) patients were used to evaluate the
proposed method. PET and CT fusion results of studied
images using MIM 5.2 (MIM Software) were exported to inhouse-developed software for the study. Gross tumor volume
(GTV) delineation with the proposed MRF method and
manual method by an experienced radiation oncologist on
the fused images were performed, respectively. The manually
contoured GTVs were checked and confirmed by another
experienced radiation oncologist. The robustness of MRF
method was evaluated by comparing the overlap of the
two delineations using Dice’s similarity coefficient (DSC)
expressed as 2(V1 ∩ V2)/(V1 + V2), where V1 is the manually
delineated GTV volume and V2 is the GTV volume obtained
with the new automatic method.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Membership degrees to tumor class of the selected region in Figure 2 obtained with fuzzy 𝐶-means clustering; (a) only CT intensity
feature is used; (b) only SUV feature is used.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Probabilities of tumor class of the voxels within the selected region in Figure 2, (a) 𝑝21 (𝑦CT ); (b) 𝑝11 (𝑦SUV ).

Some lung tumors in the studied cases locate near other
organs with similar intensities to tumor tissues in PET and
CT images (such as the chest wall or the mediastinum),
and it is difficult to segment these lung tumors. Figure 1(a)
shows a fused PET/CT image of a patient with lung cancer;
the tumor locates close to the mediastinum and has image
features similar to those of the mediastinum. Figure 1(b)
shows another case in which the tumor is close to the chest
wall.
The proposed segmentation algorithm performs on a
manually selected region rather than the whole volume
enclosed by the image set. Lung tumors locate in the selected
regions, as shown in Figure 2. There are much fewer tissue
components in the selected region than in the whole volume
which makes the segmentation easier. In order to obtain the
probabilistic model parameters of 𝑝10 , 𝑝11 , 𝑝20 , and 𝑝21 in (3),
the fuzzy 𝐶-means clustering [15] is applied to the regions of
interest in the studied PET and CT images. Figure 3 shows
the estimated membership degrees of the selected region
in Figure 2 to tumor class with fuzzy 𝐶-means clustering.
It is assumed that the voxels which have the membership
degrees greater than 0.1 belong to tumor class. Then, we can
have a rough segmentation of the selected region. According

to the segmentation result, the desired probabilistic model
parameters, such as the means and deviations of Gaussian
models in (5), can be estimated. Figure 4 shows the probabilities of tumor class of the voxels in the selected region
of Figure 2, which are computed based on the probabilistic
model parameters estimated in the previous step.
Figure 5 shows the tumor segmentation results of 3
patients obtained, respectively, with the manual method,
fuzzy MRF method using only PET images, and the proposed
method using CT/PET images. As shown in Figure 5, lung
tumors in these cases are close to other tissues with similar
image features. We can also see that GTVs determined by
using only PET images are bigger than the ones obtained
with the other two methods in most cases, while GTVs
obtained with the manual method and the proposed method
are similar. For the other cases, we obtained the same results.
In our work, the traditional MRF model method in [13]
and fuzzy 𝐶-means clustering are also used to segment lung
tumors. CT/PET image based segmentation results obtained
with the two methods are much worse than the results of
the two methods using only PET images. The DSCs of the
two methods for all the studied cases were 0.59 ± 0.034 and
0.62 ± 0.029, respectively. It means that the two methods
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: GTVs in axial CT slices of patient (a), (b), and (c). GTVs in blue are the results with fuzzy MRF method using only PET images
and GTVs in red and green are the results with the new method and manual method, respectively, using both PET and CT images.

cannot effectively combine CT and PET image information
to achieve accurate lung tumor segmentation. DSC of the
proposed method for all the studied cases was 0.85 ± 0.013.
Therefore, the proposed method is able to effectively utilize
CT and PET image information and achieves good lung
tumor segmentation.

4. Conclusions
CT/PET images provide complementary functional and
anatomical information of human tissues and lead to better
lung tumor definition. This paper proposes a fuzzy MRF
model based method for automatic lung tumor segmentation
on CT/PET images. Different from traditional fuzzy MRF
model method, it utilizes a new joint posterior probabilistic
model, which can effectively take advantage of both CT and
PET image information for the identification and delineation
of tumor volume. Experimental results show its good performance. For lung tumors which locate near other tissues with
similar intensities in PET and CT images, such as when they
extend into the chest wall or the mediastinum, this method
was able to achieve more effective tumor segmentation. In
future work, we will further test the reliability of this method
with more clinical data.
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The protein quaternary structure is very important to the biological process. Predicting their attributes is an essential task in
computational biology for the advancement of the proteomics. However, the existing methods did not consider sufficient properties
of amino acid. To end this, we proposed a hybrid method Quad-PRE to predict protein quaternary structure attributes using the
properties of amino acid, predicted secondary structure, predicted relative solvent accessibility, and position-specific scoring matrix
profiles and motifs. Empirical evaluation on independent dataset shows that Quad-PRE achieved higher overall accuracy 81.7%,
especially higher accuracy 92.8%, 93.3%, and 90.6% on discrimination for trimer, hexamer, and octamer, respectively. Our model
also reveals that six features sets are all important to the prediction, and a hybrid method is an optimal strategy by now. The results
indicate that the proposed method can classify protein quaternary structure attributes effectively.

1. Introduction
As is well known, the prediction of protein quaternary structure attributes (such as monomer, dimmer, trimer, tetramer,
pentamer, hexamer, heptamer, and octamer) plays an important role in the structure bioinformatics. It can confirm how
many subunits form the protein. It is the real requirement
for the Anfinsen’s dogma [1]. A variety of experimental techniques can determine protein quaternary structure. However,
most methods are time-consuming and expensive. Moreover,
the oligomers may be homooligomers or heterooligomers;
the former consist of identical polypeptide chains, whereas
the latter are nonidentical. Many computational methods are
proposed.
As far as we know, the earliest work to study the quaternary structure type was in 2001 [2]. In this paper, Garian
proposed a method named Quaternary Structure Explorer
(QSE), which just judges whether or not a given protein is a

homodimer. In 2003, Zhang et al. [3] first introduced support
vector machine (SVM) to discriminate the differences of the
primary sequences of both homodimer and nonhomodimer.
Chou and Cai [4] solved the 2-state problem by using the
pseudo amino acid composition. In 2006, Shi el al. [5]
classified homooligomers based on amino acid composition
distribution (AACD) and showed that the 2DPCA was an
effective approach to decrease the high dimension of feature
vector. In 2007, Carugo [6] proposed a method which is
able to predict the quaternary structural type of hetero
oligomeric proteins. Levy [7] proposed the PiQSi to get the
annotations of about 15,000 proteins in PDB, which can
be used as the benchmark dataset to test the quality of a
method to predict the quaternary structure type. In 2009,
Xiao and Lin introduced the grey incidence degree measure
[8] to predict the protein quaternary structure attributes.
The method is implemented as a web-server called Quat-2L
[9], which firstly identifies the protein as homooligomer or

2
heterooligomer and secondly justifies how many subunits.
In 2012, Sun et al. utilized discrete wavelet transform [10]
based on Chou’s PseAAC to identify the protein quaternary
structure attribute. All these methods to predict the quaternary structure attributes are based on one set of features, and
mostly for 2 states.
In this paper, we proposed a new method Quad-PRE to
predict protein quaternary structures attributes among 6
states only based on the primary sequences, removing both
pentamer and heptamer because of insufficient data. With
10 fold cross validation, our models achieved higher overall
accuracy 81.7%, especially higher accuracy 92.8%, 93.3%, and
90.6% on discrimination for trimer, hexamer, and octamer,
respectively. Our method could be an effective tool to predict
the protein quaternary structure attributes.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Benchmark Dataset. The dataset is from the quaternary
structure library PiQSi (http://www.PiQSi.org/) built by Levy
[7]. Our original dataset was downloaded on December 12,
2011. Firstly, we download a whole annotated list including
about 15,000 protein sequences and a nonredundant set
including 1755 sequences (30% sequence id.) from the library
and then remove sequences which are not in the nonredundant set from the whole annotated list. In order to use a set
of “good” PDB files, we use the subset of those annotated as
“NOT” or “PROBABLY NOT” being errors. In addition, the
number of pentamer and heptamer is too little to analyze and
we also removed them. Finally, we get a protein quaternary
structure dataset with primary sequence as shown in Table 1.
2.2. Features. In this paper, we used three traditional methods and three tools (BLAST, GLAM2, and GIBBS) to select
632 features only based on unique primary sequences and
denoted them as six terms: ART 1 feature, ART 2 feature,
ART 3 feature, BLAST feature, GLAM2 feature, and GIBBS
feature). The summary of the considered features is shown
in Table 2 (See Tables S1–S3 in Supplementary Material
available online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2014/715494 for
more detailed information).
Firstly, we use three traditional methods to get the three
feature sets, that is, the ART 1 feature by [12], ART 2 feature
by [13], and ART 3 feature by [11], respectively. The sources of
data used to generate the features from the original sequence
include the protein sequence, the position-specific scoring
matrix (PSSM) generated by PSI-BLAST [14], the secondary
structure predicted by PSI-Pred [15], the solvent accessible
surface area (ASA) values predicted using Real-SPINE [16],
and the relative solvent accessibility (RSA) defined as the
ratio of ASA of a residue observed in its three-dimensional
structure to that observed in an extended (Gly-X-Gly or AlaX-Ala) tripeptide conformation [17].
Secondly, we generate other three features sets by BLAST,
GLAM2, and GIBBS, respectively. The three methods can
describe the inherent properties of sequences. Primarily, we
divide equally the feature set into 10 portions randomly,
making sure that every portion contains at least one element
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Table 1: The numbers of monomer, dimmer, trimer, tetramer, hexamer, and octamer in our benchmark dataset.
Total Monomer Dimer Trimer Tetramer Hexamer Octamer
1040
366
338
53
155
67
61

of each one of 6 states (monomer, dimmer, trimer, tetramer,
hexamer, and octamer) so that we have 10 datasets
 
{𝑆𝑖 | 𝑆𝑖  = 104, 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 10} .

(1)

Every 𝑆𝑖 contains 6 subsets
𝑆𝑖 = {𝑝 | 𝑝 ∈ 𝑠𝑖𝑐 , 𝑐 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8} ,

(2)

where each subset 𝑠𝑖𝑐 contains sequences which has 𝑐 subunits
in 𝑆𝑖 . It is noted that the generated features depend on the
original 10 fixed datasets.
For each sequence 𝑃 = 𝑎1 𝑎2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑎𝐿 ∈ 𝑆𝑖 , we select the
most similar five sequences in each one of 6 sets {𝑝 | 𝑝 ∈
𝑖}, 𝑐 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 by PSI-Blastall. So we can get 30
𝑠𝑘𝑐 , 𝑘 ≠
features for each given sequence 𝑃 based on the Evalue’s index
of the scientific notation from the results of the tool.
The sequence motifs can describe many properties of
protein, such as transcription factor binding sites, splice
junctions, and protein-protein interaction sites. Both GIBBS
and GLAM2 are employed to find motifs from our datasets.
In the same way, for each sequence 𝑃 ∈ 𝑆𝑖 , we get the motifs
𝑖}, 𝑐 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 by
of each one of 6 sets {𝑝 | 𝑝 ∈ 𝑠𝑘𝑐 , 𝑘 ≠
both GLAM2 and GIBBS, denoted as follows, respectively:
𝑀𝑐𝑃GLAM2 ,

𝑐 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8,

𝑀𝑐𝑃GIBBS ,

𝑐 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8.

(3)

In fact, there are many gaps in some motifs generated by
GLAM2 so that we need to preprocess these motifs as follows.
(i) If a motif has more than five consecutive gaps, we
delete those gaps and divide this motif into two new
motifs.
(ii) If the AAs of a motif are less than five, we delete it.
Then we get updated
𝑀𝑐𝑃GLAM2 ,

𝑐 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8.

(4)

We use the modified Smith-Waterman dynamic programming (SW-DP) algorithm to make sequence alignment
between the given sequence 𝑃 and each one of 𝑀𝑐𝑃GLAM2 , 𝑐 =
1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8. The given sequence 𝑃 acquires the five highest
alignment scores from each of 𝑀𝑐𝑃GLAM2 , 𝑐 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, so
that we can get 30 more features for the given sequence. The
specific procedure is as follows. In fact, each position of each
motif generated by GLAM2 possibly has more than one AA
after preprocessing. We use
𝑀GLAM2 = 𝑚1 𝑚2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑚𝑛

(5)
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Table 2: Summary of the considered features, where 𝑦 denotes one of the three secondary structure states and 𝑥 denotes one of the 20
common AAs.
Feature sets

Description
Sequence length (1)
Composition vector (20)
The number of AAs in the sequence belonging to {R group, Electronic
group, Hydrophobicity group, Exchange group} (18)
First and second order composition moment vector (40)

Sequence-based (79)

PSSM-based (203)

From the PSSM matrix
Based on the features utilized in the PSI-Pred method (90)
Based on the predicted secondary structure which describes collocation
of helical and strand segments (127)
Average RSA of the residues with AA type 𝑥 (20)
Average RSA of the residues with secondary structure type 𝑦 (3)

Secondary structure (217)
Average RSA based (23)

𝑁

𝑝𝐼 = 1/𝑁 ∑𝑖=1 𝑝𝐼𝑖 , the 𝑝𝐼𝑖 values in the paper [11]
𝑁−𝑛
𝐴𝑎𝑛 = 1/ (𝑁 − 𝑛) ∑𝑖=1 𝑎𝑖 𝑎𝑖+𝑛 , where 𝑎 defines the corresponding
physicochemical properties, such as two hydrophobicity indices (the
Fauchere-Pliska’s (FH) with 𝑛 = 1, 2, . . . , 10 and the Eisenberg’s (EH)
𝑛 = 1, 2, . . . , 6), and hydropathy (HP) index with 𝑛 = 1, 2, . . . , 9.
𝑁−𝑛
𝑖
𝑖+𝑛
𝐴𝑎𝑛 = ∑𝑖=1 (∑𝑗=1 𝑎𝑗 ) × (∑𝑗=1 𝑎𝑗 ) / (𝑁 − 𝑛), where 𝑎 is the FH index with
𝑛 = 1, 2, . . . , 6.
𝑁
𝑎
𝐻sum
= ∑𝑖=1 𝑎𝑖 , where 𝑎 is the FH or the EH index.

Average isoelectric point (1)
Auto-correlation functions based
on FH𝑖 , EH𝑖 , and Hp indices (25)
Auto-correlation functions based
on cumulative FH𝑖 index (6)
Sum of hydrophobicities based
on FH𝑖 and EH𝑖 (2)

RG𝑖 , where 𝑖 = 1 corresponds to nonpolar aliphatic AAs (AVLIMG),
𝑖 = 2 to polar uncharged AAs (SPTCNQ), 𝑖 = 3 to positively charged AAs
(KHR), 𝑖 = 4 to negative AAs (DE), and 𝑖 = 5 to aromatic AAs (FYW);
the composition percentage of each group in the sequence is computed
EG𝑖 , where 𝑖 = 1corresponds to electron donor AAs (DEPA), 𝑖 = 2 to
weak electron donor AAs (LIV), 𝑖 = 3 to electron acceptor AAs (KNR),
𝑖 = 4 to weak electron acceptor AAs (FYMTQ), and 𝑖 = 5 to neutral AAs
(GHWS); the composition percentage of each group in the sequence is
computed

R groups (5)

Electronic groups (5)

Blast based (30)

Refer to subsection “Features”

GLAM2-based (30)

Refer to subsection “Features”

GIBBS-based (6)

Refer to subsection “Features”

to represent a motif with 𝑛 length, where 𝑚𝑖 = {𝑏𝑖𝑗 } and 𝑏𝑖𝑗
may be one of 20 common AAs or a gap. For the protein sequence 𝑃 = 𝑎1 𝑎2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑎𝐿 , the penalty function is defined as
1
{
{
{
{
{0
𝑑GLAM2 (𝑚𝑖 , 𝑎𝑗 ) = {−1
{
{
{
{ 1
−
{ 3

gap
if 𝑎𝑗 ∈ 𝑚𝑖 , 𝑎𝑗 ≠
if 𝑎𝑗 ∈ 𝑚𝑖 , 𝑎𝑗 = gap
gap
if 𝑎𝑗 ∉ 𝑚𝑖 , 𝑎𝑗 ≠

represent probabilities of 20 common AAs and gap in the
position 𝑖, and
{𝑏𝑗 , 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 21} = {𝐴, 𝑅, 𝑁, 𝐷, 𝐶, 𝑄, 𝐸, 𝐺, 𝐻, 𝐼, 𝐿, 𝐾, 𝑀,
𝐹, 𝑃, 𝑆, 𝑇, 𝑊, 𝑌, 𝑉, −} .
(9)

(6)

if 𝑎𝑗 ∉ 𝑚𝑖 , 𝑎𝑗 = gap .

For the protein sequence 𝑃 = 𝑎1 𝑎2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑎𝐿 , the penalty function
is defined as

Then we use the SW-DP algorithm to compute the alignment
score between 𝑃 and 𝑀GLAM2 .
In addition, GIBBS can find a motif like

𝑑GIBBS (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑎𝑗 ) = 𝑝𝑖 𝑎𝑗 .

𝑀GIBBS = 𝑡1 𝑡2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑡𝑛

We employ the SW-DP algorithm to calculate the alignment
score between 𝑃 and 𝑀GIBBS again, and then we gain other 6
features for the sequence 𝑃 by GIBBS.

(7)

for each one of 𝑀𝑐𝑃GIBBS , 𝑐 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, where
𝑡𝑖 =

𝑏
𝑏
𝑏 𝑇
(𝑝𝑖 1 , 𝑝𝑖 2 , . . . , 𝑝𝑖 21 ) ,

𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝑛

(8)

(10)

2.3. The Overall Design. Gaining a protein quaternary structure dataset, we design our method Quad-PRE from primary
sequence as below.
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Sequence

ART 1 feature
ART 2 feature

Train
set

GIBBS motif

LIBSVM

ART 3 feature

GIBBS feature
SW-DP

GLAM2 motif

GLAM2 feature

BLAST

BLAST feature

Figure 1: The diagram of Quad-PRE.

(1) Select the features based on properties of amino acid,
PSSM, the secondary structure, the solvent accessible
surface area, and the physicochemical property.

are used to measure the prediction performance; they are
defined as follows:
(TP + TN)
(11)
,
ACC =
𝑁

(2) In addition, we divide our dataset equally into ten portions randomly, but making sure that every portion
contains at least one element of each one of 6 states.
And then we obtain the new features of each sequence
using BLAST, GIBBS, and GLAM2, respectively.

TPR =

TP
,
(TP + FN)

FPR =

FP
,
(FP + TN)

SPC =

Our scheme is a hybrid method and we give a diagram for
making it easy to follow, shown in Figure 1.

TN
= 1 − FPR,
(FP + TN)

PPV =
2.4. Classification. Support vector machine (SVM), which
was shown to provide high quality predictions in classification, regression, and density estimation area, was implemented with LIBSVM [18] package. The support vector
classification C-SVC is selected in this paper. There are several
strategies to solve multiclass problem, such as one-versus-rest
and one-versus-one. One-versus-rest strategy is used in this
paper. The prediction performance was examined by 𝑛-fold
cross validation, in which the training dataset is randomly
divided into 𝑛 subsets equally. The 𝑛 − 1 subsets are used
to train the model and the remaining one subset is used to
evaluate the model, repeated 𝑛 times. If 𝑛 is the number of the
samples, it was named jackknife test (or leave-one-out cross
validation).
We designed a predictor with 10-fold cross validation.
First of all, the input sequence is converted into the feature
space, and then the corresponding features are passed to the
classifier. The prediction class of the sequence that corresponds to one has the highest probability. Overall accuracy
(ACC), the sensitivity or true positive rate (TPR), the false
positive rate (FPR), the specificity (SPC), the precision (PPV),
and Matthew’s correlation coefficient (MCC) for each class

MCC =

TP
,
(TP + FP)

TP × TN − FP × FN
,
√(TP + FN) (TP + FP) (TN + FP) (TN + FN)
(12)

where TP is true positive number, TN is true negative, FP is
false positive, FN is false negative, and 𝑁 is total number
of sequences. However, these metrics are not quite intuitive
and easier-to-understand and we can adopt the formulation
proposed recently to really understand them [19–21]. We also
calculate the area under the ROC curve (AUC) to evaluate the
predictions. Higher values of these measures indicate better
quality of predictions.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Results and Comparison with Garian’s QSE. The choice
of the penalty factor 𝐶 and the kernel function type is very
important since SVM is sensitive to parameterization. In this
paper, we consider the radial basis function (RBF) of kernel
types following the Chang and lin [22]
2

(13)
𝐾 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗 ) = exp (−𝛾𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗  ) ,
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Figure 2: The ROC curves of six classes.
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where 𝛾 is the width of the RBF function. To identify the
optimal 𝐶 and 𝛾, a systematic grid search was conducted for

1.0

𝐶 = {0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100} 𝛾

0.8

= {0.0025, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.08, 0.16, 0.32, 0.64,
(14)
by the 10-fold cross validation. Then we find the optimal 𝐶
and 𝛾 are 0.1 and 0.01 with the average AUC value 0.704. With
the best parameters, the average accuracy is 45.3% by 10-fold
cross validation. The predicting matrix is as follows; the 𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑗
is the number of the 𝑖 class predicted as the 𝑗 class
285
185
24
RW = (
55
18
( 22

55
104
9
50
20
8

12
9
13
3
6
5

1
8
0
28
0
0

5
7
1
4
16
2

8
25
6)
.
15
7
24)

TPR

0.6

1.28, 2.56, 5.12, 10.24}

0.4

0.2

0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

FPR

(15)

The TPR, SPC, PPV, MCC, and AUC of every class are shown
in Table 3 and the ROC curves are shown in Figure 2. Following from Table 3, Quad-PRE achieved higher overall ACC
81.7%, especially higher accuracy 92.8%, 93.3%, and 90.6%
on discrimination for trimer, hexamer, and octamer, respectively. And overall SPC is 87.0%, especially 96.5%, 99.0%,
98.0%, and 93.8% on discrimination for trimer, tetramer,
hexamer, and octamer, respectively. These results show that
our hybrid method has high accuracy and specificity.
In addition, we can see that it is a little more difficult to
predict dimer from Figure 2, because the AUC for predicting
dimer is smaller than other oligomers. More specifically, the
AUC of dimer is 0.582, while those of monomer, trimer, tetramer, hexamer, and octamer are 0.703, 0.702, 0.765, 0.711,
and 0.758, respectively (see Table 2). However, when comparing with the predicted results of Garian’s QSE [2] of
classifying homodimer and nonhomodimer, the ACC, SPC,
PPV, MCC, and AUC of Quad-PRE are all larger than QSE’s,
other than the TPR (see Table 4). Apparently, Quad-PRE
performs better than QSE’s (ROC curves of two methods are
shown in Figure 3).
3.2. Discussion with Six Feature Groups. For confirming our
generated new features (TOTAL) can improve the prediction
of protein quaternary structure attributes, we compared the
results from TOTAL features with those from each one of
the six feature sets (ART 1, ART 2, ART 3, BLAST, GLAM2,
and GIBBS), which are shown in Table 5. The ROC curves for
predicting every attribute by six sets are shown in Figure 4,
respectively.
From Figure 4, we can see that the average AUC, ACC,
TPR, SPC,and MCC of any of 6 features sets are all smaller
than TOTAL features except the PPV. In particular, there are
almost the same average SPC values for all feature sets. And
the two feature sets from both GIBBS and GLAM2 all do not
perform well in every metric. From Table 5 we also know that
ART 1, BLAST, ART 1, ART 1, BLAST, and ART 1 play key

Quat PRE
QSE

Figure 3: The ROC curves comparison Quad-PRE with Garian’s
QSE.

roles in improving average ACC, TPR, SPC, PPV, MCC, and
AUC of our method, respectively, because the corresponding
values of them are close to those of TOTAL. These results
mean each feature set contributes to the improvement of our
hybrid method, especially ART 1 because the average ACC,
TPR, SPC, PPV, MCC, and AUC from which are almost
superior to others (see Table 5).
From the view of the average AUC, the importance of the
six feature sets from high to low is ART 1, ART 2, ART 3,
BLAST, GLAM2, and GIBBS (see Table 5). And the AUC values of ART 1, ART 2, and ART 3 for every protein attribute
are almost larger than those of BLAST, GIBBS, and GLAM2
(see Figure 4). We think that the possible reason should be
that the ART 1, ART 2, and ART 3 have much more features
than BLAST, GIBBS, and GLAM2. And because similar
sequences should have similar structures and functions, the
features from BLAST are superior to those from both GIBBS
and GLAM2 in the performance of SVM.

4. Conclusions
To predict protein quaternary structure attribute is indeed a
challenging problem. This paper presents a novel approach,
that is, Quad-PRE, to solve the problem. Quad-PRE starts
to consider the features about motifs generated by some
tools. From analysis results, we know the number of these
features is too little to play important roles in improving
the performance of our method, so that we will attempt to
find motif features more important in the future work. In
addition, Quad-PRE is a multistate method classifying monomer, trimer, tetramer, hexamer, and octamer very well, while
other previous methods to predict the quaternary structure
attributes are mostly for 2 states.
In fact, the hybrid method Quad-PRE is high accuracy
and specificity on discrimination for trimer, tetramer, hexamer, and octamer, respectively. But we compare the Garian’s
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Figure 4: Comparison with the ROC curves of different classes for different feature groups.
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Table 3: Predicted results with 𝐶 = 0.1 and gamma = 0.01.

ACC
TPR
SPC
PPV
MCC
AUC

Monomer
63.0%
77.9%
54.9%
48.4%
0.316
0.703

Dimer
63.8%
30.8%
79.8%
42.3%
0.116
0.582

Trimer
92.8%
24.5%
96.5%
27.1%
0.220
0.702

Tetramer
87.0%
18.1%
99.0%
75.7%
0.328
0.765

Hexamer
93.3%
23.9%
98.0%
45.8%
0.299
0.711

Octamer
90.6%
39.3%
93.8%
28.2%
0.284
0.758

Average
81.7%
35.7%
87.0%
44.6%
0.260
0.704

Table 4: Comparison with Garian’s method.

Quad-PRE
QSE

ACC
63.8%
46.2%

TPR
30.8%
73.8%

SPC
79.8%
32.6%

PPV
42.3%
34.7%

MCC
0.116
0.065

AUC
0.582
0.522

Table 5: Comparison with results are generated by different feature groups.

ave-ACC
ave-TPR
ave-SPC
ave-PPV
ave-MCC
ave-AUC

ART 1
42.4%
23.9%
85.5%
50.5%
0.153
0.680

ART 2
38.5%
21.8%
84.7%
27.4%
0.090
0.662

ART 3
39.9%
23.2%
85.1%
28.9%
0.111
0.661

QSE with our Quad-PRE using our dataset for confirming
our method is effective. The results show that our hybrid
method performs better than Garian’s QSE in predicting the
homodimmer or not from metrics ACC, SPC, PPV, MCC,
and AUC. In addition, we analyze the importance of the six
feature sets. The result clearly shows that each of six features
sets contributes to the improvement in prediction, especially
the ART 1 feature set. And three new feature sets gained
by BLAST, GLAM2, and GIBBS are all effective, because
these motif features describe the inherent properties of the
sequence inherent and the motifs in protein sequences can
help us to understand the structure and function of the
molecules the sequences represent [23].
In this paper, we did not consider feature selection
because we want to make full use of each feature as many
as possible and analyze the importance of each one of six
features sets. We believe that future improvements will be
possible by designing better sequence representations rather
than applying more complex classifiers.
Since user-friendly and publicly accessible web-servers
[24] represent the future direction for developing practically
more useful predictors, we shall make efforts in our future
work to provide a web-server for the method presented in this
paper.

BLAST
34.9%
33.0%
85.3%
35.2%
0.189
0.660

GLAM2
23.7%
22.7%
84.5%
20.5%
0.051
0.573

GIBBS
30.6%
15.3%
82.6%
10.2%
−0.024
0.510

Total
43.5%
35.7%
87.0%
44.6%
0.260
0.704
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The latest experimental evidence indicates that acetylation of p53 at K164 (lysine 164) and K120 may induce directly cell apoptosis
under severe DNA damage. However, previous cell apoptosis models only studied the effects of active and/or inactive p53, that is,
phosphorylation/dephosphorylation of p53. In the present paper, based partly on Geva-Zatorsky et al. (2006) and Batchelor et al.
(2008), we propose a new cell apoptosis network, in which p53 has three statuses, that is, unphosphorylated p53, phosphorylated
p53, and acetylated p53. The time delay differential equations (DDEs) are formulated based on our network to investigate the
dynamical insights of p53-induced cell apoptosis. In agreement with experiments (Loewer et al. (2010)), our simulations indicate
that acetylated p53 accumulates gradually and then induces the proapoptotic protein Bax under enough DNA damage. Moreover,
phosphorylated p53 oscillates and initiates cell repair during DNA damage.

1. Introduction
The tumor suppressor p53, a multifunctional transcription
factor, plays an essential role in regulating cellular processes
including cell cycle arrest and apoptosis [1]. The importance
of p53 also lies in its mutation in over 50% of human cancers.
There are three main routes, namely, DNA double-strand
break (DSB), ultraviolet light (UV), and oncogenes, which
can result in an increase in p53 expression. Experiments
demonstrate that cell outcomes depend on the extent of DNA
damage, which probably decides the number of p53 pulses
or p53 oscillation [2, 3]. Experimentally, p53 regulates cell
cycle protein p21, PUMA, BCL-2, PTEN, Bax, Bak, and so
on [4], and a cell survives when DNA damage is reparable
or commits suicide when irreparable. That is to say, a cell has
these two means of avoiding cancer under DNA damage [5].
It follows that the mechanism of repair or apoptosis is closely
linked with p53.
There are large quantities of experimental and theoretical
researches on p53 networks, in which hundreds of genes

and their corresponding proteins are involved. Consequently,
the networks include many positive and negative feedback
loops acting upon p53. The most prominent of them is
the feedback loop between p53 and Mdm2 (mouse double
minute 2), which has been considered in many dynamical
models. p53 and Mdm2 show nondecaying oscillations in an
individual cell, while demonstrating decaying oscillations in
cell population, which may be ascribed to aggregate behavior
of cells [1]. The ATM- (Ataxia Telan-giesctasia Mutated-) p53wip1 (wild-type p53-induced phosphatase 1) feedback loop
plays an important role in the generation of p53 pulses [6].
These intricate positive and negative feedback loops display
various dynamical behaviors [7]. The reliable and flexible
mechanism can avoid the premature apoptosis resulting from
fluctuations in p53 levels. It is indicated that p53 is modified in
a progressive manner and that p53 is divided into p53-arrest
and p53-apoptosis in the integrative model [8]. Moreover,
high constant levels of active p53 may trigger apoptosis
quickly once the decision favoring death is made in seriously
damaged cells.

2
There are several “protein-protein” and “protein-mRNA”
dynamical models which describe in detail intracellular
signalling of the protein p53. Many theoretical results are
obtained in determinate systems. Based on two compartments, nucleus and cytoplasm, an ODEs model is formulated
to exhibit that the accumulation of p53 after triggering of
ATM under DNA damage. The model also shows robustness
of the protein oscillatory dynamics in response to different
cellular environments [9]. A set of ordinary differential
equations in single cell level shows p53 oscillations in
each compartment, nucleus or cytoplasm, and between the
two compartments [10]. Based on a sequence of precisely
timed drug additions, the authors formulate a computational
model, which shows that the dynamic of p53 changes from
a pulse to a sustained response [11]. There are also quite a
few stochastic systems, where the stochasticity of regulation
on p53 shows high heterogeneity and stochastic character of
single-cell response [12–15]. Up to now, only phosphorylation
modification has been considered in dynamical models.
In fact, a cell is regulated accurately by many posttranslational modifications of p53, which can initiate a program
of cell repair or apoptosis at different levels of DNA damage.
Methylation of p53 facilitates its subsequent acetylation and
protects p53 from ubiquitination [16]. Phosphorylation of p53
is important for inducing p21, a prime inhibitor of cell cycle.
Recently, experiments find that a number of external and
internal insults induce acetylation and accumulation of p53,
via MYBBP1A, RPL5, and RPL11, without phosphorylation
[17–19]. It is shown that acetylation of p53 at K164 and K120
may promote cell apoptosis rather than cell arrest [20, 21]. It
is observed that p53 may fundamentally switch from pulsing
under slight damage to monotonic increase under severe
damage [22]. However, there is no corresponding theoretical
result about the dynamics of acetylation of p53 up to now.
In the paper, we distinguish functionally the effect of
acetylation from phosphorylation of p53 and develop the
DDEs of p53 transcriptional regulatory networks based on
new experiments [18, 22] and related researches [1, 2, 6, 8, 12].
We pay special attention to the effect of acetylation of p53 and
the proapoptotic protein Bax in the case of DNA damage.
In agreement with experiments, our simulations indicate
that acetylated p53 accumulates gradually with serious DNA
damage and induces Bax when p53 surpasses a level.

2. Methods and Models
Methylation allows p53 to be inactive, in normal circumstances p53 is samilarly inactive, so we may regard the
initial status of p53 to be inactive without consideration of
methylation. Dynamical models of two statuses of p53, that
is, inactive p53 and active p53/phosphorylated p53, have been
studied extensively [2, 3, 6, 8]. It is indicated that active
forms of p53, such as phosphorylated p53 and acetylated
p53, have different dynamics and functions experimentally
[18]. Interestingly, p53 can be acetylated and accumulates
without phosphorylation [17]. Acetylation of p53 on K120
is crucial to p53 dependent apoptosis but is dispensable
for p53-mediated growth arrest [19]. In another experiment,
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p53ac

Bax

DSB /UV

ATM

Wip1

p53p

p53i

Mdm2

Figure 1: Schematic depiction of the model for the p53 networks
in response to DNA damage. Transcription regulation is denoted
in thick line. Degradation is denoted in dotted line. Sharp and
blunt arrow denote activation and suppression, respectively. ATM’s
catalyzing phosphorylation of Mdm2, allowing Mdm2 easier to
degrade, is regarded as repressive.

acetylation-defective of p53 at k120 can selectively block the
transcription of proapoptotic target genes such as Bax and
PUMA but has no obvious effect on cell cycle inhibitor p21
[16]. Accordingly, it is necessary that we explore the relation
between the means of modifications and cell outcomes. It is
shown that p53 may transcribe a few proapoptotic genes such
as PUMA, Noxa, Bax, and Bid under excessive DNA damage.
Moreover, Bax is very much related to cell apoptotic [23]. For
simplicity, we choose Bax as a proapoptotic marker. Because
both cell repair and cell apoptosis can lessen DSB; to put it
in another way, p53ac and p53p can be regarded as inhibiting
DSB. Based on preexisting researches [2, 3, 6], we obtain the
following modular schematic depiction in Figure 1.
Considering the tetramer of p53 as a transcription factor, p53-induced Bax is characterized by a Hill function.
When phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of p53 are
considered separately, a near-optimal switch is possible via
Hill equation, where the Hill coefficient equals the number
of phosphorylation sites [24]. It is shown that p53 can be
phosphorylated at sites S15, T18, S20, S37, S378, and S392 [25];
but Hill coefficient usually ranges between 2 and 4 [24]. Here
we denote the ATM-induced phosphorylation of p53 and
wip1-induced dephosphorylation of p53 via Hill equation.
For simplicity, Hill coefficients take 4. Specially, wip1-induced
dephosphorylated of ATM is denoted by Hill equation, where
Hill coefficient takes 2 for ATM protein is a dimer. Active p53
has a weaker interaction with Mdm2 than inactive p53 and
hence a lower degradation rate [1].
Phosphorylated p53 has a lower degradation rate than
inactive p53 because the binding of it with Mdm2 is weaker
than inactive p53 [1]. Additionally, the acetylated residues
cannot be ubiquitylated by Mdm2 [26]. In the model, two
delays are considered because the transcription of Mdm2 by
p53 needs time [2] and wip1 expression with a delay would
allow p53-induced cell repair [1]. Sustained damage leads
to acetylation and accumulation of p53 [17]; however, no
acetylation was detected in response to a transient and lowlevel damage (Figure 6(d) in [18]). In other words, p53 is
acetylated only when DNA damage surpasses a certain level,
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Table 1: The meaning and values of parameters in the systems (1)–
(8).
Value
Parameter Biological meaning
3
𝑏𝑝
Inactive p53 production rate
p53 saturating phosphorylate rate by
10∗ /1
𝑏sp
ATM/ATR
0.9
p53-dependent Mdm2 production rate
𝑏𝑚
0.2∗
𝑏mi
p53-independent Mdm2 production rate
0.25∗
𝑏𝑖
Inhibitor Wip1 production rate
10∗
𝑏𝑠
Signal ATM production rate
Acetylation speed of p53 under DSB/UV
0.1/0.02
𝑏pac
damage
0.04
Saturating production rate of Bax
𝑏Bax
Mdm2-dependent p53 inactive degradation
5∗
𝑎mpi
rate
2∗
𝑎pi
Inactive p53 degradation rate
Mdm2-dependent active p53 degradation
0.35
𝑎mpa
rate
0.5
Signal-dependent Mdm2 inactivation rate
𝑎sm
Wip1-dependent dephosphorylation rate of
2.8
𝑎wpa
p53
1∗
Mdm2 degradation rate
𝑎𝑚
0.7∗
𝑎𝑖
Inhibitor Wip1 degradation rate
50∗
𝑎𝑖𝑠
Wip1-dependent Signal degradation rate
7.5∗
𝑎𝑠
ATM degradation rate
0.05
𝑎pac
acetylation of p53 degradation rate
0.05
𝑎depac
deacetylation rate of p53
0.04
𝑎Bax
Bax degradation rate
0.7∗
𝜏1
Time delay of Mdm2 transcription by p53
1.25∗
𝜏2
Time delay of Wip1 transcription by p53
Concentration of Bax for half maximal
0.15
𝑡𝑎
p53ac production
Concentration of ATM for half-maximal p53
1∗
𝑡𝑠
production
Concentration of wip1 for half-maximal
0.2∗
𝑡𝑖
Signal degradation
0.1
𝜃0
The threshold of DSBs for acetylating p53
0.1
𝑘rep
Repair rate of DSBs
Hill coefficients for phosphorylation and
4
𝑛1
dephosphorylate of p53
Hill coefficients for dephosphorylation of
2
𝑛2
ATM by wip
1
The initial condition of inactive p53
[p53i]0
0
[p53p]0
The initial condition of phosphorylated p53
0.2
[Mdm2]0 The initial condition of Mdm2
0
[wip1]0
The initial condition of wip1
0
[ATM]0
The initial condition of ATM
0
[p53ac]0 The initial condition of acetylated p53
0
[Bax]0
The initial condition of Bax
3/0.3∗∗
[DSBs]0
The initial conditions of two type of DSBs
∗

denotes parameters from [2, 6], the others are estimated.
serious/slight DSBs.

∗∗

denotes

𝜃0 . It is shown that the transcription rate of p53 is independent
of DNA damage; moreover, there exists an increase in

3
translation rate of p53 following gamma irradiation, so signal
strength, ATM, can be denoted by 𝜃(𝑥). Here 𝜃(damage)
equals 1 if damage exists, zero otherwise [2]. According to
Figure 1 and the dynamical model in [2, 3, 6], we further
formulate a set of DDEs:
p53i𝑛1
𝑑p53i
= 𝑏𝑝 − 𝑎mpi Mdm2 ⋅ p53i − 𝑏sp ATM 𝑛
𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝑠 + p53i𝑛1
− 𝑎pi p53i + 𝑎wpa wip1

p53p𝑛1
+ p53p𝑛1

(1)

𝑡𝑖𝑛1

− 𝑏pac p53i max (DSB − 𝜃0 , 0) + 𝑎depac p53ac,
𝑑p53p
p53i𝑛1
− 𝑎mpa Mdm2 ⋅ p53p
= 𝑏sp ATM 𝑛1
𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝑠 + P53i𝑛1
p53p𝑛1
− 𝑎wpa wip1 𝑛1
,
𝑡𝑖 + p53p𝑛1

(2)

𝑑Mdm2
= 𝑏mi + 𝑏𝑚 p53p (𝑡 − 𝜏1 ) − 𝑎sm ATM ⋅ Mdm2
𝑑𝑡
(3)
− 𝑎𝑚 Mdm2,
𝑑wip1
= 𝑏𝑖 p53p (𝑡 − 𝜏2 ) − 𝑎𝑖 wip1
𝑑𝑡

(4)

𝑑ATM
ATM𝑛2
− 𝑎𝑠 ATM,
= 𝑏𝑠 𝜃 (DSB) − 𝑎is wip1 𝑛2
𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝑖 + ATM𝑛2
(5)
dp53ac
= 𝑏pac p53i max (DSB − 𝜃0 , 0)
𝑑𝑡

(6)

− 𝑎pac p53ac − 𝑎depac p53ac,
p53ac𝑛1
𝑑Bax
− 𝑎Bax Bax,
= 𝑏Bax 𝑛1
𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝑎 + p53ac𝑛1

(7)

𝑑DSB
(8)
= −𝑘rep DSB (p53p + p53ac) ,
𝑑𝑡
where p53i, p53p, and p53ac represent inactive p53, phosphorylated p53, and acetylated p53, respectively. In (1), the
first term represents p53i synthesis; the second one, catalytic
degradation of Mdm2; and the third one, phosphorylation;
the fourth to the last one describe self-degradation, dephosphorylation, and acetylation, respectively. In (2), the first term
denotes phosphorylation of p53 by ATM; the second one,
ubiquitination by Mdm2; and the third one, wip-dependent
dephosphorylation. In (3), the first term represents Mdm2
synthesis speed; the second one, activating Mdm2 via p53p,
where the delay, 𝜏1 , denotes the time for the transport of
p53 from cytoplasm to nucleus and the transcription of
Mdm2; the third one, catalyzation of ATM; and the last one,
self-degradation. In (4), the first term represents activating
wip1 via p53, where the delay, 𝜏2 , is introduced owing to
the time for the transport of p53 and the transcription of
wip1 by p53 and the second one, self-degradation. In (5),
the first term represents exciting ATM induced by DSB;
the second one, dephosphorylation by wip1; and the third
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one, self-degradation. In (6), the first term represents p53
acetylation caused by DSB, wherein max(𝑥) refers to the
maximum function and the second one, self-degradation of
p53ac. In (7), the first term represents Bax induced by p53
and the second one, self-degradation of Bax. (8) denotes the
reduction rate of DSB owning to cell repair and apoptosis. For
simplicity, all the parameters in the system consisting of (1)–
(8) are listed in Table 1.

3. Results
Various exogenous or endogenous stimuli can generate damaged DNA. DSBs and UV are the main types of stimuli,
which can activate p53 and subsequently command cell
outcomes. DSBs are discussed in two cases, that is, pulsing
and repairable DSBs, so we simulate the model according to
three cases of DNA damage.
Firstly, we consider the system equations ((1)–(7)) with
DSBs at pulsing level. When 10 < 𝑡 < 40, DSBs take
3, otherwise DSBs take 0. 𝜃0 , the threshold of DSB for
acetylating p53, takes arbitrarily 0.1. The initial conditions of
p53i and Mdm2 take 1 and 0.2, respectively; the others take 0.
The numerical simulations with Matlab 7.10 (Mathworks) are
shown in Figure 2(a), which indicates that p53p has several
oscillations with a constant period of about 6 hs and that
p53ac accumulates. When p53ac surpasses a level, 0.2 or
so, it activates proapoptosis protein Bax. From a biological
standpoint, it is reasonable that Bax is activated when p53ac
reaches a sufficient level. It is better that the threshold can be
testified by experiments. In our simulations, Bax is up to 0.6,
which is a rather high level, and we think that cell apoptosis
should occur. Experimentally, DSBs are basal in proliferating
cell, but cell apoptosis does not occur. p53ac hardly expresses
when DSBs are smaller than 0.3, and Bax is also the case
(simulations are shown in Figure 2(b)).
Secondly, DSBs decrease under cell pair or cell apoptosis.
We consider the system equations (1)–(8) with the parameters
and initial conditions set in Table 1 and get numerical simulation shown in Figures 2(c) and 2(d). It is shown that p53p
oscillates owing to decreasing DSBs, with a constant period
similar to that in the system equations (1)–(7), while p53ac
accumulates under serious DNA damage. p53ac ascends
and then descends with the decrease of DSBs. When p53ac
surpasses a certain level, 0.2 or so, it induces Bax. These
simulation results, such as a sufficient level of p53ac activating
Bax, are consistent with the biological fact that activation of
some proteins need enough inducer. With parameters set in
Table 1, simulations show that in the system p53p probably
has 5 pulses when [DSBs]0 is 3 (Figure 2(c)). When [DSBs]0
drops to 0.3, p53ac and Bax are hardly expressed, and p53p
has 2 pulses (Figure 2(d)). In the cases that [DSBs]0 is 1 or
20, cell has only 4 pulses, but cells have different outcomes,
that is, cell repair and cell apoptosis (simulations not shown).
The smaller [DSBs]0 is, the smaller p53ac and the number of
pulse of p53p are. On the contrary, the greater [DSBs]0 is, the
faster p53ac accumulates but the smaller the number of pulse
of p53p is, which appear to show that cell apoptosis is faster.
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Now we consider the robustness of the system parameters. Simulations of the system shown in Figures 2(c) and 2(d)
with new parameters perturbation and with cited parameters
are shown in Figure 3. When 𝑏pac , 𝑏Bax , and 𝑎depac increase
by 10%, and 𝑎pac and 𝑎Bax decrease by 10% in parameters
of Figure 2(c), simulations of the p53 networks are shown
in Figure 3(a). When 𝑏pac , 𝑏Bax , and 𝑎depac decrease by 10%
and 𝑎pac , 𝑎Bax , and 𝑘rep increase by 10% in parameters of
Figure 2(d), simulations are shown in Figure 3(b). Our new
parameters increase or decrease by 10%, qualitative characteristics change little except for the position of the equilibrium
point (Figure not shown). It is evident that steady points of
p53i and Mdm2 do not change much comparing to that of
using the initial parameters values. However, p53p and Mdm2
still oscillate while p53ac and Bax accumulate.
At last, when DNA is damaged by ultraviolet rays (UV),
ATR, instead of ATM, phosphorylates p53 and Mdm2, except
that dephosphorylation of wip1 on ATR is dispensable, the
other pathways do not change. Consequently, we have the
following differential equations in response to UV:
p53i𝑛1
𝑑p53i
= 𝑏𝑝 − 𝑎mpi Mdm2 p53i − 𝑏sp ATR 𝑛1
𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝑠 + p53i𝑛1
− 𝑎pi p53i + 𝑎wpa wip1

p53p𝑛1
𝑡𝑖𝑛1 + p53p𝑛1

(9)

− 𝑏pac p53i 𝜃 (UV − 𝜃0 ) ,
𝑑p53p
p53i𝑛1
− 𝑎mpa Mdm2
= 𝑏sp ATR 𝑛1
𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝑠 + p53i𝑛1
p53p𝑛1
,
⋅ p53p − 𝑎wpa wip1 𝑛1
𝑡𝑖 + p53p𝑛1
𝑑Mdm2
= 𝑏𝑚 p53p (𝑡 − 𝜏1 ) + 𝑏mi
𝑑𝑡

(10)

(11)

− 𝑎sm ATR Mdm2 − 𝑎𝑚 Mdm2,
𝑑ATR
= 𝑏𝑠 UV − 𝑎𝑠 ATR,
𝑑𝑡
dp53ac
= 𝑏pac p53i 𝜃 (UV − 𝜃0 )
𝑑𝑡

(12)

(13)

− 𝑎pac p53ac − 𝑎depac p53ac,
where (9)–(13) are based on [6].
We regard damage capability of UV as one-tenth of DSB.
Paramters 𝑏pac , 𝑎pac , 𝑏Bax , 𝑎Bax , 𝜃0 and the initial conditions are
set and shown in Table 1. Take UV = 8 for 0 ≤ 𝑡 < 15, and
take 0 for 𝑡 ≥ 15 as [6], the simulations of (4), (7), and (9)–(13)
are shown in Figure 4. It is indicated that during slight DNA
damage, p53p exhibits a small pulse so as to induce cell cycle
arrest/cell repair, and then returns to the initial condition. It
is worth noting that p53ac and cell apoptosis are little when
UV ≤ 10, which is consistent with experimental results [6].
Total p53 has a pulse as phosphorylated p53 does and then
returns to the basal level.
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Figure 2: Simulations of the p53 regulatory networks under different types of DSBs. Black dotted lines indicates concentration of p53p; red
solid lines Mdm2; blue dotted lines p53ac; carmine solid lines Bax; and black solid line DSB. (a, b) Pulsating DSB. (a) Pulse of DSBs takes 3
(a) and 0.3 (b). (c, d) DNA repair via p53 is considered. The initial DSBs take 3 (c) and 0.3 (d). (a, c) p53p oscillates while p53ac accumulates
and induces cell apoptosis. (b, d) p53p oscillates while p53ac is hardly expressed during cell repair.

4. Conclusion
The tumor suppressor p53, a most frequently mutated protein
in cancer cells, is a key regulator in cell cycle. The latest experiments [17, 18, 24] show that posttranslational modifications
of p53, such as phosphorylation and acetylation, are closely
linked with cell repair and cell apoptosis. In order to interpret
the experimental phenomenon, we develop the regulatory
networks and the DDEs model and discuss the dynamics
of modifications of p53. Experimentally, acetylation of p53
at K120 and K164 plays an important role in regulating
proapoptotic protein [16–19]. It is indicated exactly that p90
is critical to p53-mediated cell apoptosis through promoting
acetylation of p53; moreover, p90 has no obvious effects on
p53-mediated cell cycle arrest but it is specifically needed

for p53-mediated apoptosis [27]. The phenomena that p53ac
accumulates and activates proapoptotic protein Bax only
under serious DNA damage (Figures 2(a) and 2(c)) and that
the pulses of p53p and a little p53ac allow cell to reenter
cell cycle under slight DNA damage (Figures 2(b) and 2(d))
are consistent with the latest experiments [2, 6, 18]. The
robustness analysis of the model (Figure 3) shows that the
accumulation of p53ac and the number of pulse of p53p
depend on the extent of DNA damage. The number of pulses
of p53p, which means cell repair, should lie on cell repair
or cell apoptosis under different levels of DNA damage [28].
UV can lead to single strand break, a kind of slight DNA
damage, which usually activates p53p and allows cell to
reenter cell cycle (Figure 4). Accordingly, posttranslational
modifications of p53 can help us know when and why a cell
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Figure 3: Parameters robustness of the p53 regulatory networks. Black dotted line indicates concentration of p53p; red solid line Mdm2; blue
dotted line p53ac; carmine solid line Bax; and black solid line DSB. (a) Production rates decrease 10% and degradation rates increase 10% in
Figure 2(c). (b) Production rates increase 10% and degradation rates decrease 10% in Figure 2(d).
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selects programmed cell death or cell repair. In other words,
posttranslational modifications of p53 will be beneficial to the
treatment of tumors as an innovative therapeutic strategy.
Since cell kinetics is complicated and precisely accurate,
it is very difficult to consider all details of posttranslational
modifications of p53 [25, 27]. Reference [29] shows phosphorylation may allow p53 stabilization, enhancement of DNAbinding, and activation of its cell-cycle arrest pathway, while
acetylation may allow p53 to activate its apoptotic pathway.
Yet there are exceptions. For example, phosphorylation at S46

is critical to the induction of proapoptotic genes p53AIP1
(p53-regulated Apoptosis-Inducing Protein 1), but it is not
required for the induction of cell cycle inhibitor p21. Phosphorylation and acetylation of p53 probably have synergistic
effects on cell cycle, such as acetylation of p53 at k320 may also
induce p21 and repress apoptosis [30]. Methylation may allow
p53 to be a transcriptionally inactive state; however, methylation of p53 facilitates its subsequent acetylation and protects
p53 from ubiquitination [16]. Neddylation and sumoylation
have not been demonstrated to affect p53 stability yet.
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Additionally, p53 may regulate the transcription expression
of many miRNAs, such as MiR-34 and MiR-200. On the
other hand, the expression and modification of p53 are also
regulated by quantities of MiRNAs [31, 32]. Accordingly, the
mechanism of posttranslational modification needs exploration for a long time both in experiment and in theory, such
as the mechanism of randomness of protein expression. Our
further work will focus on more accurate posttranslational
modifications of p53 in cell cycle.
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Biomedical annotation is a common and affective artifact for researchers to discuss, show opinion, and share discoveries. It becomes
increasing popular in many online research communities, and implies much useful information. Ranking biomedical annotations
is a critical problem for data user to efficiently get information. As the annotator’s knowledge about the annotated entity normally
determines quality of the annotations, we evaluate the knowledge, that is, semantic relationship between them, in two ways. The
first is extracting relational information from credible websites by mining association rules between an annotator and a biomedical
entity. The second way is frequent pattern mining from historical annotations, which reveals common features of biomedical
entities that an annotator can annotate with high quality. We propose a weighted and concept-extended RDF model to represent
an annotator, a biomedical entity, and their background attributes and merge information from the two ways as the context of
an annotator. Based on that, we present a method to rank the annotations by evaluating their correctness according to user’s vote
and the semantic relevancy between the annotator and the annotated entity. The experimental results show that the approach is
applicable and efficient even when data set is large.

1. Introduction
Annotations are allowed in most online biomedical
databases like NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/),
UCSC Gene Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/), GDB
(http://www.gdb.org/), DDBJ (http://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/),
and so forth. Shared annotations are becoming increasingly
popular in online communities. It is a fundamental activity
and plays an important role in the normal research
community, with which researchers can explain and discuss
the experimental data and share their discoveries [1–5].
As shared comments on documents, pictures, videos, and
other annotations, it is also an important data source for
biomedical researcher, because of its implying additional
facts and annotator’s opinions about the biomedical entity.
As an example, researchers discovered information about
a new protein family with annotations in Flybase [6]
and UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot [7]. Now, more and more
researchers recognize that it is important to attach and
analyse annotations on biomedical entities.

As an open community, there may be many annotations
attached with a single biomedical entity. Thus, a question of
how to rank the annotations so that users can spend the least
time to get the most useful information arises.
Ranking annotations is important and useful for an
online biomedical community. As known, biomedical
research is active and knowledge about the biomedical entity
can be renewed every day. Many of the new discoveries
appear in form of annotations. To follow the latest thinking
and discovery, researchers will spend much time to view
these annotations. A ranking module can help them to
retrieve high quality annotations quickly and improve
efficiency of the discussions. Rankings also encourage users
to publish correct and validated opinion and materials
about the biomedical data, so that the community will be
more active and become a more important data center and
discussion platform.
Ranking reviews, which can be viewed as a type of
annotation, are a common problem in many e-commerce and
news websites [8, 9]. Popular previous methods are mostly
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based on voting or scoring. Unfortunately, voting and scoring
cannot avoid spreading wrong opinions, because users would
like to agree with the most popular reviews, even if they do
not know whether it is right or not. As a result, useless, even
spiteful, reviews constantly appear in the top position in many
websites.
As we know, quality of a scientific annotation depends in
part on how much the annotator learns about the biomedical
entity. The more knowledge the annotator has, the more
correct his annotations can be, thus, the more useful to the
data user. For example, as for the H1N9 virus, annotations
from an astrophysicists are normally with lower correctness
than those submitted by a biologist who concentrates on bird
flu. User’s knowledge is indicated by his semantic background
such as working experience, study, and research. If given user
is viewed as an object, the semantic background will be a
composite of all attributes that describe the user or his related
objects and so the biomedical entity can be described. We
say that a biomedical entity and a user are semantic related
if their semantic backgrounds are partly matched. Obviously,
the more they matched, the more the user may learn about
the entity.
In the scientific community, an obvious fact is that the
annotator’s knowledge can be reflected in papers he published
and approaches he focused on, which can be obtained from
the Internet or other public data source. With such background data, how the annotator may learn about the entity
he annotated can be deduced. Besides, accepted historical
annotations do also reflect the annotator’s knowledge about
the annotated entity. If an annotator always contributes
high quality annotation to entities with the same attributes,
we can say he is familiar with other such entities. In this
paper, we propose a weighted and concept-extended resource
description framework (RDF) [10] to represent an annotator
and a biomedical entity. For any given pair of annotator
and biomedical entity, a RDF graph will be created, where
the annotator is the root node, attributes of the entity and
its one-step extended concepts are the leaf nodes, and each
edge is assigned a weight denoting how much the root node
learns about the target node. The weight will be evaluated
by their cooccurrence in credible web data. On the other
hand, frequent patterns of the biomedical entities that was
historically annotated by given annotator will be mined.
Suppose there is no malicious user, people only annotate
biomedical entity that they know. Both the weight and the
matching degree of the annotated entity to the frequent
patterns are explained as the semantic relevancy. Accordingly,
we present a method to rank the annotations by evaluating
their correctness with the semantic relevancy between the
annotator and the biomedical entity.
Organization. Section 2 is related works. Section 3 introduces the weighted RDF graph model and related concepts.
Section 4 presents two main works of this paper. One is how
to initialize RDF graph of an annotator and a biomedical
entity by web information extraction, including details of
computing weight for an annotator’s RDF by association mining open credible web information. The other is the algorithm
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for mining frequent item of historical annotated biomedical
entities. Section 5 shows formulas evaluating correctness of
a new annotation. Section 6 states experimental results. And
last section is the conclusion.

2. Related Work
Evaluating and ranking biomedical annotations are new
problems. The most similar researches are ranking reviews,
estimating quality of web content, and opinion strength
analysis.
Ranking reviews or other web content has always been a
complex problem and attracts renewed research interests in
many fields, especially as web plays an increasing important
role in delivering and achieving information for many people.
Most previous methods are based on user’s reputation, wordof-mouth, webpage links, and the other types of user’s
voting [8, 9, 11–14]. Ai and Meng proposed a method based
on weighted fan-in page links and copies to recommend
recruitment advertising [11]. It has a viewpoint that the more
the users believe and the more dependable the websites
are, the higher the quality of the advertisement will be.
Largillier et al. present a voting system for news articles using
statistical filter and a collusion detection mechanism in [8].
It is reasonable to rank web content according to author’s
reputation and user’s voting in some applications. The former
is unworkable when the user does not have enough historical
annotations, while the latter cannot exclude propagation
of rumors. In this paper, we try to evaluate annotation’s
quality from the new perspective of the semantic relation
between annotators and the annotated biomedical entities,
which is, to the best of our knowledge, scarcely considered by
previous approaches. In biomedical domain, correctness of
user’s annotations largely depends on annotator’s knowledge
about the annotated entities. Semantic relevancy between
them plays a critical role in the quality evaluation. Our
method is more convincing.
Some prior works try also to discover inherent relationship between data and its users by data mining techniques
[15–22]. They can be classified into three categories: statistical
methods based on cooccurrence of terms [16], machine
learning techniques [17], and hybrid approaches of them
[18]. Staddon and Chow studied online book reviews of
http://www.amazon.com/ and proposed a method of quality
evaluation by mining the association rules between book
authors and book reviewers [15]. In [22] the authors proposed
three models to evaluate quality of Wikipedia articles by measuring the influence of author’s authority, review behavior,
and the edit history on quality of the article. These researches
also try to discover semantic relationship between data and its
users, but they did not consider textual content of reviews or
other online opinions [18–20], and their criteria are simple;
for example, association relationships are defined as the
cooccurrence of the author’s name and the annotator’s name
on web in [15]; as a result, they cannot reveal comprehensive
semantic relevancy. We describe the entities by their entire
semantic context with their attributes and related biomedical
entities and based on that, we can analyze multidimensional
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Figure 1: The atom triple of RDF.

Gene:
carC

“Metacleavage compound
hydrolase”
Molecule
“Protein”
Type
Protein
sequence

Function
Authors

Author:
Habe, H

“2,6-Dioxo-6-phenylhexa-3enoate hydrolase”

Affiliation
Field
Projects

“MLNKAEQIS
EKSER...”

“XX University”
“Gene data
analyse”
Project:
XXX

··· ···

Figure 2: RDF graph of a biomedical entity.

semantic relationships between biomedical entities and their
annotator. Still, we parse the textual content of the annotation
and highlight attributes mentioned in it when matching
patterns and evaluating its correctness.
Other related works are biomedical web information
extraction, biomedical text mining, and biomedical entity
recognition [23–28]. They are related but independent
problems. We did not propose new algorithms for those
problems and we did not develop a related tool, but we
applied existing methods and applications. You can find
some performance trials on the website of the Biocreative
group (http://www.biocreative.org/) [23], ontology-driven
term extraction service for biomedical text on the National
Center for Biomedical Ontology (NCBO), and biomedical
text mining applications developed by several academic
groups and other organizations [24–29].

3. Weighted RDF Graph and Concepts
RDF is a graph based framework for representing concepts on
the web by linking its concrete syntax to its formal semantics.
In RDF, any expression is a triple of a subject, a predicate,
and an object, which can be illustrated by a node-arc-node
linked graph as shown in Figure 1. Node represents a subject
or an object, and directed arc with a predicate represents
relationship between them.
A biomedical entity can be viewed as a RDF subject; its
attributes and concept field can be looked at as its objects.
Figure 2 shows the RDF graph of protein structure 1J1I
in RCSB, whose main features include molecule, protein
sequence, function, and authors. Attribute nodes can be
extracted from the online biomedical databases and their
linked credible web sites. Here, we say that a node is an
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attribute node if its outdegree is 0, and the others are entity
nodes. Tag of an entity node is composed of type name and ID
of the entity in form of typeName:entityID. Attributes nodes
will be extracted as more as we can so that an entity can be
specified more exactly.
An annotator can also be viewed as a RDF subject,
and biomedical entities he/she annotated can be its objects.
Annotators may have many attributes, but we only consider
those locally described and those related to the biomedical
entity. We use two types of RDF graph to specify an annotator.
One is named annotator’s RDF graph whose composing
details are present in Section 4.1, and the other is a set of
frequent patterns of his/her historical annotated entities. In
the RDF graph of annotator 𝑃, the annotator is the root
node, the biomedical entity and its related concepts are
the annotator’s objects node, and weight on edge pointing
to node 𝐴, which is marked as 𝜔𝑃𝐴, is initialized as the
correlation degree of 𝑃 and 𝐴. Instead of weight, frequency
and correctness are attached to each pattern, indicating their
semantic relevancy.
Different from others, scientific data has complicated
concept background. It can be a node in a complex relation
network. There is a high possibility that people learning 𝐴
will also learn about 𝐴’s subconcepts, 𝐴’s father concept, or
𝐴’s related concepts. For example, an annotator who knows
many of Trichophyton tonsurans and Trichophyton schoenleini
may also know about Trichophyton rubrum, because they all
a type of mycosis causing similar tinea. Intern weight will be
calculated for such possibility.
Definition 1 (intent weight). Suppose annotator 𝑢 learns
about concept 𝐴 1 with weight of 𝑁, 𝐵 is a father concept
or a related concept of 𝐴, and there are 𝑀 − 1 other
concepts 𝐴 2 , 𝐴 3 , . . . , 𝐴 𝑚 who are also 𝐵’s subconcept or
related concept, but 𝑢 does not indirectly know about them;
then weight on edge pointing to 𝐴 𝑖 (2 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚) in annotator
graph of 𝑢 is 𝑁/𝑀. Such weight is called intent weight of 𝐴 𝑖
𝐴 ...𝐴
against 𝐴 1 , marked as 𝜛𝑃 1 𝑖 .
Total intent weight 𝜛𝑢𝐴 of a concept 𝐴 in u’s RDF graph is
defined as follows:
𝑖<=𝑁

𝜛𝑢𝐴 = ∑ (
𝑖=1

𝜔𝑢𝐴 𝑖
).
𝑀𝑖

(1)

Here, 𝐴 𝑖 is father or related concept of 𝐴, 𝑀𝑖 is number of concepts whose relationship with 𝐴 𝑖 is identical
to that of 𝐴 with 𝐴 𝑖 , and the relationships are defined
in open biomedical databases such as FACTA+ and Go
Terms.
Definition 2 (RDF path). (1) If there is an edge 𝑒 between an
entity node 𝐸 and an attribute node 𝐴, we say that 𝐸/𝑒/𝐴 is
a RDF path between 𝐸 and 𝐴. (2) If there is a RDF path𝑝
between entity node 𝐸 and 𝐴 and an edge between entity
node 𝐸 and 𝐸 , we say that 𝐸/𝑝 is a RDF path between 𝐸 and
𝐴. The first node is root node of a RDF path. And pattern path
is a RDF path without entity node value.
In Figure 2, “Gene:carC\type\‘protein”’ is a RDF path,
and “Gene\type\‘protein”’ is a pattern path.
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Definition 3 (prefix path). Given a RDF path or a pattern path
𝑝, the subsequence from the root node to edge pointing to a
nonroot node 𝐸 is a prefix path of 𝐸 in 𝑝.
Two RDF paths with identical prefix path are conjugate.
Conjugate RDF paths can be merged into a sub-RDF graph
and conjugate sub-RDF graphs can be merged into a bigger
sub-RDF graph when merging the identical ancestor nodes.
Given two RDF paths 𝑝 and 𝑔, if there is a RDF path 𝑝 in
𝑔, where 𝑝 = 𝑝, we say that 𝑝 ⊂ 𝑔. Similarly, Given two subRDF graphs 𝑔1 and 𝑔2, if, for all 𝑝 ⊂ 𝑔1 (𝑝 is a RDF path),
𝑝 ⊂ 𝑔2, we say that 𝑔1 ⊂ 𝑔2, and if 𝑔1 ⊂ 𝑔2 and 𝑔2 ⊂ 𝑔1, we
say that 𝑔1 = 𝑔2.
Likewise, two pattern paths with same prefix path are
conjugate. Two conjugate pattern paths can be merged into
a subpattern RDF graph. And a pattern path can belong to a
pattern RDF graph 𝑔, if it is equal to a path in the graph. And
for any two pattern RDF graphs 𝑔1 and 𝑔2, if, for all 𝑝 ⊂ 𝑔1
(𝑝 is a pattern path), 𝑝 ⊂ 𝑔2, we say that 𝑔1 ⊂ 𝑔2, and if
𝑔1 ⊂ 𝑔2 and 𝑔2 ⊂ 𝑔1, we say that 𝑔1 = 𝑔2.
Additionally, let us define some symbols used as follows.

(1) Recognize id (e.g., DOI) and type (protein, virus, etc.)
of the biomedical entity with predefined keyword or
normal structure and compose its entity node with tag
of “Type:id.”

𝑁=𝑛
ppcr,𝑓
𝑢 |

is a frequent pattern path of user 𝑢 from
biomedical entity 𝑂 to 𝑁 with correctness cr and
frequency 𝑓 and𝑛 is value of attribute 𝑁. Similarly,
pp𝜛𝑢 |𝑁=𝑛 is a path of user 𝑢 pointing to 𝑁 with weight
𝜛 and 𝑛 is value of attribute 𝑁.
(ii) 𝑃𝑢cr is a frequent pattern of user 𝑢 on attribute 𝐵
with correctness of cr, which is composed of frequent
pattern paths.
(i)

4. Building Annotator’s RDF Graph
In the following, Section 4.1 states details of composing
annotator’s RDF graph and computing weights by association
mining open credible web information. And Section 4.2
presents frequent mining algorithm.
4.1. Initializing Annotator’s RDF Graph with Web Information.
Too much information can be extracted from the huge
Internet, but only those of the biomedical entity and the
annotation are useful in this application.
Given an annotation ⟨𝑢, 𝑜, 𝑟⟩ where 𝑢 is the annotator
in form of a RDF node or a RDF graph, 𝑜 is RDF graph of
the biomedical entity, and 𝑟 is the annotation, complete RDF
graph of 𝑢 is comprised of the following:
(i) 𝑢,
(ii) 𝑜,
(iii) an edge from the root node of 𝑢 pointing to 𝑜.
Here (1) 𝑢 is initialized as an entity node when no local
information can be used or a RDF graph generated according
to the annotator’s background data from the online database
itself; (2) 𝑜 is initialized as stated in the following.
Generating RDF Graph for a Biomedical Entity. RDF graph
of a biomedical entity 𝑜 is initialized according to what is
described in the online database. In our experiments, we
created 𝑜 by the following steps.

(2) Extract each head item as an edge from predefined
module such as “molecular description” and “experimental detail” and extract the value of the item as
its attribute node or compose another level of entity
nodes if the module contains several items and draw
edges from the entity node to the attribute node.
(3) Extract family classification according to the linked
database on the page like Go Terms, look one step
more into the detail of the linked database, recognize
relationships between entities (e.g., mapping a protein
to an organism or finding protein of the same family),
draw RDF graph for them, merge the RDF graphs
of different linked databases, and eliminate duplicate
RDF paths.
Figure 3 shows a segment of the information we will
extract from the online database, and the circled items will be
extracted as edge and their value will be extracted as attribute
nodes. Figure 4 shows an example of one-step extension of
the biomedical entity’s related concept to FACTA+.
Annotation Analysis. Bioconcepts in the annotations can be
extracted by biomedical text analysis tools like GENIA [29]
and the others. These concepts are normally the annotation’s
topic. We extract bioconcepts and their attribute names in an
annotation; here the attributes names can be recognized by
patterns “XX of bioconcept” or “bioconcept’s XX.” For each
concept, we draw an entity node and an edge for each of
its attribute names even without attribute value. Merge and
marked out the RDF graphs of the annotation into that of the
biomedical entity 𝑜. If they cannot be merged, draw an edge
from the annotator to its root nodes without weight.
Weight Calculating. We assign the weight on an edge will
be assigned as the co-occurance of the annotator and the
edge’s target node in credible open data sources, such as
news/talks/papers/personal pages published by predefined
credible organizations, known proceedings, and websites. In
the experiment, we use Google to search the news, talks, and
personal pages, while Anne OTate [30] and PIE [31] to search
papers on PubMED and MEDLine. At present, we did not
consider the situation of different concepts inferring with the
same biomedical entity, which is another scientific problem
known as the biomedical text mining and clustering.
Suppose term of the annotator 𝑢 is 𝑡1, term of the node 𝐴
is 𝑡3, and term of the edge pointing to 𝐴 is 𝑡2; then weight on
the edge from web is defined as follows:
(𝑐 (𝑡1 ∧ 𝑡2) + 𝑐 (𝑡1 ∧ 𝑡3) − 𝑐 (𝑡1 ∧ 𝑡2 ∧ 𝑡3))
{
{
{
𝑐 (𝑡1)
{
{
{
{
{
{
𝐴 is an attribute node
𝜔1𝐴
𝑢 ={
{
{
{
{
∑ 𝜔1𝐵𝑖
{
𝑢
{
{
{
𝐴 is not an attribute node.
{

(2)
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Figure 3: Examples of information extraction for annotated object.

Figure 4: An example of one-step extension of the biomedical entity.

Here 𝑐(𝑡1 ∧ 𝑡2) is the count of web pages that include 𝑡1 and
𝑡2, and 𝐵𝑖 is an object node that 𝐴 points to.
Considering the fact indicated by intent weight 𝜛1𝐴
𝑢,
weight on the edge from web is finally defined as follows:
𝐴
𝐴
𝜔1𝐴
𝑢 = 𝜔1𝑢 + 𝜛1𝑢 .

(3)

4.2. Mining the Frequent Entity Patterns. Annotator’s knowledge about a biomedical entity can also be inferred by
his historical annotations. In this section, we will present
an algorithm to discover frequent features of the historical
annotated entities with correctness larger than 0.6. The
algorithm will consider not only direct attributes of the entity,
but also that of its one-step extended related concepts.
As illustrated in Figure 5, firstly, the algorithms classify
all annotations according to their annotator and then cluster
each subset of annotations against their correctness with 𝐾means. And correctness of each annotation in the cluster
will be viewed as that of the cluster center. Lastly, frequent
patterns are mined over biomedical entities in each cluster.
Several questions arise here. First, because of the classification
and cluster, the input data set can be too small to produce
any patterns. The algorithms use Laplacian smoothing to
solve it. Second, the algorithms can bring too much frequent
patterns, while some of them can be included in or similar
to another one. The algorithm uses Rule 1 to merge those
that describe the same owner and the same attribute but
with different attribute values and Rule 2 to merge the same
patterns but with different correctness. Third, the data sets

can be improperly clustered so that frequent pattern cannot
be found. The algorithms use a new round of cluster and
frequent pattern mining until mining results do not change.
Frequent sub-RDF graphs mining is the key step in the
whole algorithm (step 2.3 of Algorithm 1). It takes the pattern
paths of the entities as the items. Both the initial and final
results are initialized as set of the frequent items obtained by
the first round scan, and the result set is repeatedly refreshed
by replacing each element with its one-item extension if the
extension is also frequent. As shown in Figure 6, in the first
round extension, each element in result set will conjunct with
each element in initial set; for example, conjunctive of 𝑡1 and
𝑡2 is also frequent, so 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 will be replaced by 𝑡1 𝑡2 in the
result set.
cr
cr
Rule 1. Suppose that 𝑝1cr
𝑢 , 𝑝2𝑢 , . . . , 𝑝𝑛𝑢 are a set of frequent
patterns of user 𝑢 with the same correctness rate cr and paths
𝑁2,𝑓2
𝑁𝑛,𝑓𝑛
∈ 𝑝2cr
∈ 𝑝𝑛𝑢cr
𝑝𝑝1𝑁1,𝑓1 ∈ 𝑝1cr
𝑢 , 𝑝𝑝2
𝑢 , . . . , 𝑝𝑝𝑛
with the same or different frequency; if 𝑁1, 𝑁2, . . . , 𝑁𝑛 are
different attribute values of the same attribute node 𝑁, then
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑁𝑖,𝑓𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛) can be replaced by 𝑝𝑝{𝑁1,𝑁2,...𝑁𝑛},𝑓 .
cr
cr
Specially, if 𝑝1cr
𝑢 , 𝑝2𝑢 , . . . , 𝑝𝑛𝑢 are only different with each
𝑁𝑖,𝑓𝑖
(1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛), then they can be
other on 𝑝𝑝𝑖
merged into 𝑝𝑢cr |𝑁 in{𝑁1,𝑁2,...𝑁𝑛} and can replace 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑁𝑖 (1 ≤
𝑖 ≤ 𝑛) with 𝑝𝑝{𝑁1,𝑁2,...𝑁𝑛},𝑓 ; furthermore, if domain 𝑁 =
{𝑁1, 𝑁2, . . . , 𝑁𝑛}, then they can be merged into 𝑝𝑢cr |𝑁=any by
replacing 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑁𝑖,𝑓𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛) with 𝑝𝑝any,𝑓 . In each target path,
frequency 𝑓 = ∑𝑖=𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑓𝑖/𝑛.
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Figure 5: Illustration of the series of algorithms to mining frequent entity patterns.
input: R = {(𝑜𝑖 , 𝑢𝑖 , cr)(𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛, 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑚)}, (𝑜𝑖 , 𝑢𝑖 , cr) means that user 𝑢𝑖 annotated biomedical entity 𝑜𝑖 with correctness
rate cr (cr > 0.6); 𝑜𝑗 also refer to its RDF graphs;
𝜀, predefined threshold of frequency;
𝜆, group number of correctness rates defined by user
output: Ω, a set of frequent patterns.
(1) classify R into different sets of R1 = {(𝑜𝑗 , 𝑢, cr)}, in each set, annotations are all submitted by user 𝑢;
(2) for each R1
(2.1) 𝑘 = 𝜆; R1 = R1 ;
(2.2) cluster elements in R1 into a set of groups ∑ = {R11 cr1 , R12 cr2 , . . . , R1𝑘 cr𝑘 } according to cr with 𝑘-mean,
and cluster center is the correctness of the group, for example, cr1 is correctness of R11 ;
//find frequent patterns for given annotator with given correctness
(2.3) for each R1𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘)
(2.3.1) 𝛼 = 𝛼 = {Pattern Path 𝑝𝑝𝑓 | 𝑝𝑝 belong to an entity 𝑜 ∈ R1𝑖 and 𝑓 = |𝑝𝑝|/(|𝑃| + 1) > 𝜀}, here, |𝑝𝑝| is count of 𝑝𝑝
// set of frequent pattern paths
in R1𝑖 and |𝑝| is count of all Pattern Paths in R)
(2.3.2) for ∀𝑝𝑝𝑖 ∈ 𝛼 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ |𝛼 |), 𝑝𝑝𝑖 can be a Pattern Path or a sub RDF graph. //find frequent conjugate items
{ for ∀𝑝𝑝𝑗 ∈ 𝛼 (1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ |𝛼 |)
{ If 𝑝𝑝𝑖 and 𝑝𝑝𝑗 are conjugate and 𝑝𝑝𝑗 ⊄𝑝𝑝𝑖 ∧ 𝑝𝑝𝑗 ⊄𝑝𝑝𝑖 and 𝑓 = |𝑝𝑝𝑖 ∧ 𝑝𝑝𝑗 |/(|𝑃| + 1) > 𝜀(|𝑝𝑝𝑖 ∧ 𝑝𝑝𝑗 | is the
conjunct appearance of 𝑝𝑝𝑖 and 𝑝𝑝𝑗 in Δ ). Then
{ merge 𝑝𝑝𝑖 and 𝑝𝑝𝑗 into a sub RDF graph 𝑔, and 𝑓 is the frequency of 𝑔; 𝛼 = 𝑎 ∪ 𝑔; } }
If exists one graph 𝑔 ∈ 𝛼 including 𝑝𝑝𝑖 , then remove 𝑝𝑝𝑖 from 𝛼 ;}
(2.3.3) Repeat Step (2.3.2) untill 𝛼 doesn’t change;
(2.3.4) 𝑃𝑢cr𝑖 = 𝛼 ; 𝜔1𝑖 = {𝑜 | 𝑜 ∈ R1𝑖 ∧ ¬∃𝑝(𝑝 ∈ 𝑎 ∧ 𝑝 matches a RDF path of 𝑜)}
(2.4) 𝑝𝑢 = 𝑝𝑢 ∪ 𝑝𝑢cr1 ∪ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∪ 𝑝𝑢cr𝑘 ; 𝜔 = 𝜔11 ∪ 𝜔12 ∪ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∪ 𝜔1𝑘 ;
//merge same pattern with different cr
(2.5) For any two pattern 𝑔 ∈ 𝑃𝑢cr𝑖 , 𝑔 ∈ 𝑃𝑢cr𝑗 (𝑖 ≠𝑗), If (𝑔 = 𝑔 ), then
{ remove 𝑔, 𝑔 from 𝑝𝑢 ;
𝑝𝑢 = 𝑝𝑢 ∪ 𝑔𝑢cr𝑔 (cr𝑔 = (𝑛1 ∗ cr𝑔 + 𝑛2 ∗ cr𝑗)/(𝑛1 + 𝑛2); 𝑛1 is number of entities matching g in R1𝑖 ; 𝑛2 is number of
entities matching 𝑔 in R1𝑗 ) }
(2.6) Ω = Ω ∪ 𝑝𝑢 ;
(2.7) if (𝑘 > 1 and 𝜔 ≠𝜙) { R 1 = {(𝑜, 𝑢, cr) | 𝑜 ∈ 𝜔}; 𝑘 = 𝜆 \ 2; go to (2.2);}
(3) circularly merge frequent patterns in Ω with Rule 1 and Rule 2 presented in this section until Ω doesn’t change;
(4) return Ω;
Algorithm 1: Frequent pattern.

Rule 2. Suppose that 𝑝1cr1,𝑓1
, 𝑝2cr2,𝑓2
, . . . , 𝑝𝑛𝑢cr𝑛,𝑓𝑛 are a series
𝑢
𝑢
of frequent patterns of user 𝑢 but with different correctness
and the same or different frequency; if 𝑝1 = 𝑝2 = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = 𝑝𝑛,
then 𝑝1cr1,𝑓1
, 𝑝2cr2,𝑓2
, . . . , 𝑝𝑛𝑢cr𝑛,𝑓𝑛 can be merged into 𝑝𝑢cr,𝑓 ,
𝑢
𝑢
𝑖=𝑛
𝑖=𝑛
where cr = ∑𝑖=𝑛
𝑖=1 (cr𝑖 ∗ 𝑓𝑖)/ ∑𝑖=1 𝑓𝑖 and 𝑓 = ∑𝑖=1 𝑓𝑖/𝑛.

5. Ranking Annotation
In this section, we propose an algorithm to evaluate correctness (quality) for an annotation 𝑟(𝑢, 𝑜) of biomedical
entity 𝑜 from user 𝑢 under different situations: (1) 𝑢 isdirect
semantically related to 𝑜; (2) 𝑜 is an entity node in RDF graph
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Figure 6: Illustration of frequent sub-RDF graphs mining.

of 𝑢 or 𝑜 matches at least one frequent entity pattern of 𝑢
on 𝑜; (3) 𝑢 has annotated another biomedical entity which
is similar to 𝑜; (4) 𝑜 has been annotated by other users who
are similar to 𝑢; (5) 𝑢 has never annotated any entity and 𝑜
has never been annotated. Obviously, annotator is semantic
related to the annotated biomedical entity in the first two
situations, especially 100% semantic relevant in the first one.
We will give formulas to evaluate correctness of annotations
for the two situations in Section 5.1., while problem of
computing correctness in the last three situations is called a
“new user” problem, which will be solved by borrowing the
credibility of its nearest neighbor. And details will be stated
in Section 5.2. Totally, annotations will be ranked decreasing
according to evaluating results of all annotations on the
biomedical entity.
Besides the semantic relationship, we also consider
user’s voting and historical annotations on similar annotated
biomedical entities from similar annotators when computing
credibility of annotations. User’s voting is a direct parameter
for the agreement degree. And for new user problem where
no semantic relationship exists, similar historical annotations
can be borrowed to estimate the annotation’s correctness.

5.1. Evaluating When Semantic Related. When annotator 𝑢 is
an attribute node in the RDF graph of the biomedical entity
𝑜 or 𝑜 is an attribute node of 𝑢, we say that they are semantic
related to each other. More strictly, for an annotation 𝑟(𝑢, 𝑜),
suppose 𝐺1 is RDF graph of annotation 𝑟, 𝐺2 is RDF graph of
annotator 𝑢, 𝐺3 is RDF graph of biomedical entity 𝑜, and Ω
is a set of frequent patterns of 𝑢, whose forming methods are
all stated in Section 4; if ∃ a prefix path pr1 ∈ 𝐺3 and a prefix
path pr ∈ 𝐺1 that pr1 = pr and one of 𝐺3’sentity node is 𝑢,
we say that 𝑢 is direct semantically related to 𝑜. Normally, if
(1) there is a prefix path pr ∈ 𝐺1, where pr ∈ 𝐺2, or (2) there
is at least a path in 𝐺3 matching a frequent pattern in Ω, we
say that 𝑢 is semantically related to 𝑜.
Given an annotation 𝑟(𝑢, 𝑜), if user 𝑢 is direct semantically
related to biomedical entity 𝑜 and supposing that 𝑉 is a set

of voting score on 𝑟, where only the max one of each user’s
voting will be kept, then correctness acr of 𝑟 is
acr = 1 + (

∑ V (V ∈ 𝑉)
).
|𝑉|

(4)

Here, |𝑉| is the number of the element in set 𝑉. Furthermore,
suppose 𝐺1, 𝐺2, 𝐺3 is RDF graph of 𝑟, 𝑢, and 𝑜 corresponding,
and Ω is a set of frequent patterns of 𝑢, if 𝑢 is non-directly
but semantically related to 𝑜, correctness of 𝑟 is decided by
the weight of 𝐺1 in 𝐺3 and the max matching degree of 𝑜
to a frequent pattern in Ω. Supposing that 𝑃𝑢cr isa frequent
pattern of 𝑢 with correctness cr andsupposing that 𝑃𝑢cr has 𝑁
RDF pattern paths, among which 𝐾 pattern paths (suppose
, . . . , 𝑝𝑝𝐾𝑢cr𝐾,𝑓𝐾 ) match both a RDF path of 𝑜 and a
𝑝𝑝1cr1,𝑓1
𝑢
prefix path of 𝐺1, then the feature matching degree 𝑑𝑜𝑃 of 𝑢
and 𝑃𝑢cr is defined as follows:
𝐾

𝑑𝑜𝑃 = ∑ (cr𝑖 ∗ 𝑓𝑖 ) ,
𝑖=1

(5)

cr𝑖 , 𝑓𝑖 is correctness of pattern path pp𝑖 .
And supposing that there are 𝑀 paths of 𝐺1 belonging to
𝐺2 with weight 𝜛1, . . . , 𝜛𝑀 on each edge pointing to the
attribute nodes, then correctness acr of 𝑟 is defined as follows:
𝑀

acr = max (𝑑𝑜𝑃 ) + ∑𝜛𝑖 + (
𝑖=1

∑ V (V ∈ 𝑉)
)
|𝑉|

(6)

(𝑝 ∈ Ω and 𝑝 match a prefix path of 𝐺1) .
5.2. Evaluating for “New User”. When there is neither annotator’s RDF graph nor frequent patterns indicating that the
annotator 𝑢 and the entity 𝑜 are semantically related, but 𝑢 has
annotated other biomedical entities or 𝑜 has been annotated
by other user, we can use the nearest neighbor to evaluate
correctness of annotation 𝑟(𝑢, 𝑜).
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For a given biomedical entity 𝑜, its nearest neighbor is a
set of biomedical entity in which each element 𝑜 satisfies the
next condition:
𝑝𝑝2 
𝑝𝑝2 
  > 𝜀.
  > 𝜀,
(7)
 


𝑝𝑝𝑜 
𝑝𝑝𝑜 
Here, |𝑝𝑝2 | is number of RDF paths that belong to both o and
𝑜 , |𝑝𝑝𝑜 | is number of paths that belong to 𝑜, |𝑝𝑝𝑜 | is number
of paths that belong to 𝑜 , and 𝜀 is threshold defined by user.
Similarly, nearest neighbor of a given user 𝑢 is also a set
of users among which each user 𝑢 satisfies the following
conditions:
appear (𝑢, 𝑢 )
𝑜cr>𝜃 
𝑜cr>𝜃 






>
𝜀
or
>
𝜀,


 cr>𝜃 
 cr>𝜃  > 𝜀. (8)
appear (𝑢 )
𝑜

𝑜

Here, |appear(𝑢 )| is number of unique appearance of 𝑢 in
papers, public talks, news, and so forth, especially papers
in PubMED and MEDLine, while |appear(𝑢, 𝑢 )| is the
coappearance of 𝑢 and 𝑢 in the above data sources. |𝑜cr>𝜃 |
is number of biomedical entities that was annotated by both
𝑢 and 𝑢 with correctness larger than user defined threshold
𝜃, |𝑜cr>𝜃 | is number of biomedical entities that was annotated
by 𝑢 with correctness larger than user defined threshold 𝜃,
|𝑜cr>𝜃 | is number of biomedical entities that was annotated
by 𝑢 with correctness larger than user defined threshold 𝜃,
and 𝜀 is threshold defined by user.
Now, given an annotation 𝑟(𝑢, 𝑜), if user 𝑢 is not semantically related to biomedical entity 𝑜, supposing that 𝑉 is a
set of unique user’s voting score on 𝑟, supposing that 𝑈 is a
set of users who are the nearest neighbor of 𝑢, and 𝑂 is a set
of biomedical entity who are the nearest neighbor of 𝑜, then
correctness acr of 𝑟 is
∑ acr𝑜𝑗
∑ V (V ∈ 𝑉)
{
𝑢 (𝑜𝑗 ∈ 𝑂)
{
)+
(
{
{
{
|𝑂|
|𝑉|
{
{
{
{
{
𝑂 is not empty
{
acr = {
{
∑ acr𝑜𝑢𝑖 (𝑢𝑖 ∈ 𝑈) ∑ V (V ∈ 𝑉)
{
{
{
(
+
)
{
{
|𝑈|
|𝑉|
{
{
{
{
𝑂 is empty and 𝑈 is not empty.
{

(9)

Here, |𝑉| is also the number of the elements in set 𝑉. acr𝑜𝑗
𝑢 is
correctness of annotation submitted by user 𝑢 on biomedical
entity 𝑜.
Lastly, given an annotation 𝑟(𝑢, 𝑜), if user 𝑢 never submits
any annotation and biomedical entity 𝑜 has never been
annotated and supposing that 𝑉 is a set of voting score on
𝑟, where only the max one of each user’s voting will be kept,
then its correctness acr is defined as
acr = (

∑ V (V ∈ 𝑉)
).
|𝑉|

(10)

6. Experimental Evaluation
There are three works in this paper: (1) extracting web
information to compute relevancy of an annotator and a

biomedical entity, (2) frequent pattern mining of the historical annotations, and (3) evaluating correctness of the annotations. We will state in this section how we use the existing
tools to extract web information and get our experimental
data and show performance of the frequent pattern mining
and ranking evaluations.
6.1. Experimental Environment. Settings of the experiment
are Intel Celeron 420 2.0 GHZ CPU, 1 GB memory, and
windows XP+SP2. The local database is SQL Server 2000.
6.2. Data Preparation. As an example, we only use protein
data in the experiments. But our approach can also be
applied to other biomedical entities. We firstly get manually 500 protein structures and their scientific names
from http://www.rcsb.org, download their files like FASTA
sequence and PDB, crawl their web page, extract basic
attributes from the files and webpage, and import them
into SQL server. Then we search the Anne OTate [30] with
scientific names of those protein structures and randomly
get 1000 unique authors as our initial annotators. Although
there are some annotations and ontology of biomedical entity
in the online database, few of them are proper for the frequent pattern mining. Thus, we automatically generate 20000
historical annotations, of which 60 percent are designed as
shown in Table 1 and the others are randomly generated:
random annotator, random biomedical entity, and random
annotation with random correctness.
As shown in Table 1 1000 of the annotators are classified
as 9 types. Each type is designed to contribute certain number
of annotations with correctness in certain range. To test the
cold-start problem, several users are designed to contribute
5 or below annotations. On the other hand, to ensure the
patterns can be found, at least five of each type of users will
give annotations on 5 to 15 biomedical entities with common
features.
As for the web information, we presearched and stored
their weights in database for the 20000 pairs of users and
biomedical entities. First, each biomedical entity will be
one-step extended in FACTA+ to get its related concepts.
Then, to evaluate the weight, we get information by two
ways: searching Google for news, talks, and homepages and
searching PIE the search [31] for papers and other documents.
To search Google, we write a C# program which autosearches
the predefined credible websites with Google service using
keywords including name/affiliation of the annotator, scientific name of the biomedical entity, extended concept, or
attribute name of the biomedical entity as a plus. On the
other hand, we apply and evaluate PIE the search to count
the documents that indicate their semantic relationship. The
resulting corpus contains a set of medical articles in XML
format. From each article we construct a text file by extracting
relevant fields such as the title, the summary, and the body (if
they are available).
6.3. Frequent Pattern Mining. We test 8 groups of data
(𝑠1 ∼ 𝑠8 in Table 2), each of which only including annotations
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Table 1: Annotator and annotation predefined in the experiments.
UserType/Num

Details of the designed annotations

U1/200

All annotation are 100% correct, and 5 of them only contribute 5 or below annotations
40% annotation with correctness 0.95∼1; 50% annotations with correctness 0.9∼0.95;
10% annotations with correctness 0.85∼0.9; 22 of them only contribute 5 or below annotations
15% annotation with correctness 0.95∼1; 55% annotations with correctness 0.9∼0.95;
20% annotations with correctness 0.85∼0.9; 10% annotations with correctness 0.8∼0.85; 30 of
them only contribute 5 or below annotations
10% annotations with correctness 0.9∼0.95; 60% annotations with correctness 0.85∼0.9;
30% annotations with correctness 0.8∼0.85
30% annotations with correctness 0.85∼0.9; 40% annotations with correctness 0.8∼0.85;
30% annotation with correctness 0.75∼0.8
5% annotations with correctness 0.9∼0.95; 20% annotations with correctness 0.85∼0.9;
30% annotations with correctness 0.8∼0.85; 30% annotation with correctness 0.75∼0.8;
25% annotations with correctness 0.7∼0.75
5% annotations with correctness 0.8∼0.85; 15% annotations with correctness 0.75∼0.8;
50% annotation with correctness 0.7∼0.75; 30% annotations with correctness 0.6∼0.7
10% annotations with correctness 0.75∼0.8; 30% annotations with correctness 0.7∼0.75;
60% annotation with correctness 0.6∼0.7
All annotation are below 60% correct; 5 of them only contribute 5 or below annotations

U2/300
U3/200
U4/80
U5/80
U6/40
U7/40
U8/30
U9/30

Annotation ratio

Table 2: Data deployment in pattern mining.

𝑠1
𝑠2
𝑠3
𝑠4
𝑠5
𝑠6
𝑠7
𝑠8

12
15
10
20
16
28
36
18

24
5
20
0
49
22
24
5

24
0
2
0
0
3
3
3

30%
15%
10%
10%
8%
7%
3%
2%

Table 3: Data deployment in ranking evaluation.

Max degree
fre. associate
Attr.

Frequent
threshold

24
5
15
0
1
3
3
3

0.95
0.7
0.5
0.85
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7

published by one annotator and belonging to one correctness group. The max group (𝑠7) has 700 annotations and
about 36 biomedical entities but on different attribute sets,
while the min group (𝑠3) has 100 annotations and about
10 biomedical entities. Biomedical entities in each group
have some common attributes, which can be recognized as
frequent pattern paths (fre. Attr. column in the table) after
the first round of computing in the algorithm. Some of the
frequent pattern paths appear in every biomedical entity, we
say that they are 100% fre. Attr. Association of such items
is certainly frequent; thus, we put their association directly
into the finial mining result set but ignore another round of
computing. The experimental results (Figure 7) show that the
main time consumer is recursively computing the associate
frequent pattern paths. 𝑠3 takes the highest time, because the
18 frequent (frequency below 100%) items need 15 rounds of
computing to judge whether any level of their associations is
also frequent. 𝑠4 is carried out at minimal cost, because no

𝑐1
𝑐2
𝑐3
𝑐4
𝑐5

Time (ms)

Entities
100% fre.
Fre. Attr.
A group
Attr.

15%

Patterns
49
100
196
285
400
16000
14000
12000
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0

s1

Annotations
5000
10000
20000
30000
40000

s2

s3

s4

Annotators
100
200
200
300
200

s5

s6

Entities
50
50
100
100
200

s7

s8

Figure 7: Time performance of frequent pattern mining.

frequent pattern path can be found and only the first round
of computing will happen.
6.4. Ranking. The experiments are executed over 5 sets of
data. Different data sets contain different scales of annotations and frequent patterns. As shown in Table 3, 𝑐1 is the
minimal data set, where 5000 annotations submitted by 100
annotators on 50 biomedical entities will be evaluated and
ranked with 49 frequent patterns, while 𝑐5 is the maximal
one including 40,000 annotations from 200 annotators on
200 biomedical entities, where it will be evaluated and
ranked with 400 frequent patterns. For that weight on edge
between each user and biomedical entity are precomputed
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and stored in database, the most time-consuming is the
pattern matching. As shown in Figure 8, time goes up as
number of patterns or annotations goes up. But even for 𝑐5,
5 minutes is enough to rank 40,000 annotations, which show
the efficiency and applicability of the algorithm.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an approach for ranking biomedical annotations according to user’s voting and semantic
relevancy between an annotator and the biomedical entity
he annotated. Our idea is inspired by the fact that in a
credible online scientific community, quality of web content
is determined to some extent by the contributor’s knowledge
about the entity. People’s knowledge can be discovered from
his profile and his related historical behaviors, especially for
the researchers who are deeply specialized in one scientific
domain. Thus, our major work in this paper is to find out how
much a given annotator may learn about a biomedical entity
from his profile on the web and frequent patterns of entities
that he annotated in history.
An entity can be semantically defined by its attributes and
its related entities’ attributes. And people’s knowledge about
an entity can be reflected by the annotator’s knowledge about
those attributes. To express such relation, we extend the RDF
model by assigning weight on each edge, which denotes the
degree of how the root node (the annotator) knows about the
target node (an entity or one of its attributes). The weight can
be evaluated with the cooccurrence of the annotator and the
target node in credible web information. Besides, an intent
weight can indicate that people who know concept 𝐴 may also
know 𝐴’s related concept.
The second way to discover how the annotator semantically relates to the biomedical entity is frequent pattern mining over historical annotations, which revealed the common
features of biomedical entities that an annotator may know.
The pattern mining algorithm proposed in this paper can deal
with problems caused by small example space, cold-start, and
improper data source dividing.
In the future, we will go further on how to link record of
a user and extract his profile information from the Internet
when duplicate and uncertain data happen.
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Tachyplesin I (TP I) is an antimicrobial peptide isolated from the hemocytes of the horseshoe crab. With the developments of
DNA microarray technology, the genetic analysis of the toxic effect of TP I on embryo was originally considered in our recent
study. Based on our microarray data of the embryonic samples of zebrafish treated with the different doses of TP I, we performed
a series of statistical data analyses to explore the toxic effect of TP I at the genomic level. In this paper, we first employed the
hexaMplot to illustrate the continuous variation of the gene expressions of the embryonic cells treated with the different doses of
TP I. The probabilistic model-based Hough transform was used to classify these differentially coexpressed genes of TP I on the
zebrafish embryos. As a result, three line rays supported with the corresponding 174 genes were detected in our analysis. Some
biological processes of the featured genes, such as antigen processing, nuclear chromatin, and structural constituent of eye lens,
were significantly filtered with the smaller 𝑃 values.

1. Introduction
Tachyplesin I (TP I) is originally isolated from the acid
extracts of hemocytes of the horseshoe crab Tachypleus
tridentatus in 1988 [1]. Since then, a series of biochemical
analyses are made to gain sight into it. TP I consists of 17
amino acid residues, two disulfide bonds, and one unique
𝛼-arginine at the C terminal end and is characterized by a
disulfide-stabilized 𝛽-sheet conformation. Among these 17
alpha amino acid residues, 4 cysteine residues constitute two
disulfide bonds that contribute to the hemolytic ability of
TP I in blood cells [2]. Furthermore, research has shown
that TP I is active against both Gram-positive and Gramnegative bacteria [3], fungi [4], viruses [5], and cancer cells
[6]. The peptide also interacts with DNA and inhibits the
synthesis of macromolecules. Because of its potency and
relatively small size, this peptide is a promising candidate of
a novel alternative antibiotic in the pharmaceutical industry
and animal and food industries. In comparison with the
biochemical structure and mechanism of TP I, however, the
literature on the toxicity of TP I is very limited, except its
hemolytic ability.

In recent years the microarray technology is developed to be a powerful tool for investigation of functional
genes that at present has become routine in many research
laboratories [7–13]. To our best knowledge, microarray
analysis for transcriptome changes of TP I has not been done.
Therefore, the microarray experiment is originally designed
to assess the toxic effect of TP I on embryo in our lab.
Despite a long tradition of using rats and mice to model
human disease, several aspects of rodent biology limit their
use in large-scale genetic and therapeutic drug screening
programs. Currently, many researchers have sophisticatedly
generated zebrafish (Danio rerio) models of a wide variety of
human diseases. By contrast, zebrafish offers a model system
that is ideally suited for large-scale microarray analysis.
Zebrafish is a small vertebrate species, easily subjected to
chemical mutagens and large numbers of mutant zebrafish.
Given these advantages, zebrafish hold tremendous potential
for the identification of toxic-causing and toxic-modifying
genes [5, 6]. So the embryos of zebrafish were selected in
our microarray experiment. The main aim of this study
is to identify the functional coexpressed genes that show
significant differential expression in the embryonic cells of
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zebrafish treated with the different doses of TP I. Obviously,
the functional analysis of the toxic effect of TP I at genome
level may reveal more advantages and disadvantages as a
novel alternative antibiotic in the future.
The modified hexaMplot is employed to illustrate the gene
expression alterations in our micoarray data analysis. The
original hexaMplot is a two-dimensional representation of
three kinds of intensities for assessing the drug effect [13]. Its
coordinates represent the log ratios of intensity pairs: 𝑥1 =
log 𝐸2 /𝐸1 and 𝑥2 = log 𝐸1 /𝐸0 , where 𝐸0 , 𝐸1 , and 𝐸2 reflect
the expression levels of genes in the normal, disease, and
drug-treated samples, respectively. Note that genes appearing
in the upper and lower half-plane of the hexaMplot are upand downregulated, respectively, by the disease. Analogously,
genes located in the left and right half-plane of the hexaMplot
are up- and downregulated, respectively, by the drug treatment, compared with the disease sample. As a result, the slant
axis 𝑥2 = −𝑥1 is considered as 𝑥3 = log 𝐸2 /𝐸0 . Obviously,
along the axis the expression levels of genes in the normal
and drug-treated samples are the same.
Naturally the three axes and six regions in hexaMplot
are meaningful for assessing drug effect [13]. Some methodologies are proposed to assess the drug effect based on
the hexaMplot [13–15]. In comparison with the previous
algorithms to consider the differently expressed genes only,
the probabilistic model-based HT is proposed to address
noise and quantization with the contribution of all assayed
genes by posterior probabilities [15]. The performance of the
algorithm is proved to be more robust and powerful. So
we analyze our microarray data with the model-based HT
algorithm.
Note that experiment design to analyze the toxic effect of
the different doses of TP I is different from that to assess the
drug. The gradual alterations of the gene expressions with the
different doses are of our interest. So we first modified the
axes of the original hexaMplot with 𝑥1 = log 𝐸1 /𝐸0 , 𝑥2 =
log 𝐸2 /𝐸0 , and 𝑥3 = log 𝐸2 /𝐸1 , where 𝐸0 , 𝐸1 , and 𝐸2 reflect
expression levels of the genes in the normal and 1.5 ug/mL
and 2.5 ug/mL treated samples, respectively. Analogously, the
corresponding axes and quadrants also show the significant
meanings to assess the toxic effect on assayed genes treated
with the different doses of TP I.
Furthermore, the model-based HT in [15] was used
to identify the functional genome groups along the line
rays. Three line rays supported with the corresponding 174
genes are detected in our microarray data. The feature genes
identified on the same line ray of hexaMplot may show the
similar expression patterns in varying the doses of TP I. The
functional groups of these genes, such as antigen processing,
nuclear chromatin, and structural constituent of eye lens,
show coherent biological function with high significance as
detected by gene ontology analysis.
The paper has the following organization: after introducing our microarray experiment in Section 2, we apply
the modified hexaMplot to demonstrate the gene alteration
among the embryonic samples with the different doses and
model-based HT to identify the function gene groups in
Section 3. The conclusion and discussion are summarized in
Section 4.
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2. Methodology
In this section, the microarray experiment to assess the toxic
effect of TP I on the embryonic development of zebrafish is
described in Section 2.1. Then, the statistical tools to analyze
the microarray data are mentioned in Section 2.2.
2.1. Microarray Gene Expression Experiment. Considering
the great advantages of zebrafish in model system, we select
the zebrafish model for exploring the potential developmental toxicity of TP I in our microarray experiment. TP I
was synthesized by Shenzhen Han Yu Pharmaceutical Co.,
Ltd. (purity, >95.6%) according to the sequence reported by
Nakamura et al. (1988) [1]. Wild-type TU of zebrafish were
obtained from the Peking University College of Chemical
Biology and Biotechnology.
For the acute toxicity test, zebrafish embryos of 3 hours
postfertilization (hpf) at three stages of embryonic development were exposed to TP I in a 6-well plate up to 24
hpf. The embryonic development of zebrafish is commonly
divided into seven stages, the zygote (0–0.75 hpf), cleavage (0.75–2.25 hpf), blastula (2.125–5.25 hpf), gastrula (5.25–
10 hpf), segmentation (10–24 hpf), pharyngula (24–48 hpf),
and hatching (48–72 hpf) periods. And we also found that
the abnormal morphology of 3 hpf embryos treated with TP
I appeared at 24 hpf. Therefore, we collected 20 hpf embryos
to extract total RNA for gene microarray analysis.
The concentrations used were as follows: 0, 1.5, and
2.5 𝜇g/mL. Four replicates were made for each concentration,
and each replicate consisted of three wells. Each well contained 10 mL of treatment solution and 50 viable embryos.
At 20 hpf, 50 abnormal embryos were selected from each
replicate to extract total RNA for gene microarray. Four gene
chips were used for each concentration. The NimbleGen array
used interrogates 38,489 transcripts from Ensembl build
Zv7 with 3 probes per transcript. The raw intensities were
normalized in RMA method by NimbleScan v2.5 and the
data quality was assessed by boxplot and scatter plot. The raw
intensities were normalized in RMA method by NimbleScan
v2.5 and the data quality was assessed by boxplot and scatter
plot, as demonstrated in Figure 1. All in all, the expression
values of 26272 transcript sequences in 12 samples of zebra
embryo treated with the different doses of TP I are recorded.
2.2. HexaMplot and the Probabilistic Model-Based Hough
Transform. Considering the different doses of TP I with
0, 1.5 𝜇g/mL, and 2.5 𝜇g/mL, we employed the probabilistic model-based HT in the modified hexaMplot to assess
the toxic effect of TP I on the embryonic development
of zebrafish. The original hexaMplot is a two-dimensional
representation of R, G, and B intensities and proposed to
assess the drug effect on assayed genes in [7]. HexaMplot
provides a simple, intuitive, and efficient tool for assessing
drug effect.
Similarly, we modified the raw hexaMplot with 𝑥1 =
log 𝐸1 /𝐸0 and 𝑥2 = log 𝐸2 /𝐸0 , where 𝐸0 , 𝐸1 , and 𝐸2 reflect
expression levels of the genes in the normal and 1.5 and
2.5 ug/mL treated samples, respectively. As demonstrated
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in the modified hexaMplot show intuitively the gradual
change of gene expression to assess the toxic effect of TP I
with the different doses.
Based on the intuitive illustration of hexaMplot, some
statistical methods were proposed to identify the functional
genes [13–15]. The probabilistic model-based HT was proposed in [15] to detect groups of genes with similar expression
patterns with different doses of TP I. Each such group is
aligned along a line ray starting in the hexaMplot or origin.
The direction of the ray signifies whether the addition of TP
I dose has positive or negative effect on expression of the
group of genes, while the angle measures the effect level [7].
The lines were detected through HT. As discussed in [15], the
model was improved by formulating the Bayesian probabilistic models with Gaussian kernel. Given an observation vector
𝐸, the posterior probability of parameter (𝛼, 𝑟) is given by
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Figure 1: The boxplot of the normalized expression data of zebrafish
embryonic samples treated with 1.5- and 2.5-𝜇g/mL TP I and blank
samples. Four replicates were used for each sample.
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Figure 2: The modified layout of the hexaMplot to assess the toxic
effect.
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where 𝛼 and 𝑟 are the angle and distance of the point on
the line from the origin and Ω is the range space of the two
parameters. We are interested in the data points aligned along
the line passing through the origin. So 𝑟 can be integrated
and then we obtain the probability of support for the angle
𝛼 given the observation 𝑝(𝛼 | 𝐸). Given a set of observations
and the corresponding Gaussian support kernel, the posterior
probability of the set of selected points can be calculated to
assess how much the set supports the line ray.
The probabilistic model showed some advantages in
detecting the lines and their supporting gene points. First all
assayed genes are considered in the algorithm instead of the
differentially expressed genes only. Second the probabilistic
model explicitly takes into account the size and the negatively
correlated nature of the noise associated with hexaMplot
gene representations. Third, both the strength of association
of individual genes with a particular group (line ray in
hexaMplot) and the support for the group by the selected
genes can be quantified in a principled manner through
posterior probabilities over the line angles [15].

3. Results
in Figure 2, the genes appearing in the upper and lower
half-plane of the modified hexaMplot are up- and downregulated, respectively, by the 2.5 ug/mL TP I. Analogously,
genes located in the left and right half-plane are up- and
downregulated, respectively, by the treatment with 1.5 ug/mL
TP I. Also note that along the slant axis 𝑥2 = 𝑥1 , we have
log 𝐸2 = log 𝐸1 , meaning that the expression levels of genes in
the 1.5 and 2.5 ug/mL treated samples are the same. Generally,
the researchers would like to explore gradual alternation
of assayed genes in varying the doses of TP I. The gene
representation clustering the slant axis may imply that they
are not sensitive to change of the doses of TP I.
Comparatively, the genes in quadrant 2 (Q2) and Q4 may
reverse their expression patterns, either further enhancing
upregulation or suppressing the downregulation of the gene
by the adding dose. Generally, the three axes and six regions

3.1. The Identification of Significant Genes. With the microarray data matrix of 26272 rows and 12 columns, the direct
2-fold change with 𝑃 < 0.05 in 𝑡-test was used to identify
the significant genes. Obviously, the traditional 𝑡-test method
can only compare between the treatment and control groups.
There are two treatment groups in our microarray experiment. So the three groups of 𝑡-test between any two groups
were made. First we compared the samples treated with
1.5 𝜇g/mL TP I and the blank groups. And 212 differentially
expressed genes were identified, in which there were 102
upregulated genes and 110 downregulated.
Similarly, 307 significant genes were identified by comparing the expression data between 2.5 𝜇g/mL TP I treatment
group and blank group. And 147 genes were upregulated and
260 were downregulated. We also detected the differentially
expressed genes between the two groups, respectively, treated

with 2.5 and 1.5 𝜇g/mL TP I. 111 upregulated and 245 downregulated genes are identified.
Among all of the differentially expressed genes, 51%,
34%, and 11% were associated with the biological process,
molecular function, and cellular components in the analysis
of gene ontology, respectively. We found that most of the
identified genes are related to the Jak/STAT signaling pathway, adherent junction signaling pathway, and tight junction
signaling pathway.
Furthermore, we screened a series of significant genes
related to the development of zebrafish including Ntl (no tail)
and Tbx24 (T-box 24) (related to body axis), Pes (pescadillo)
(related to liver), and vascular endothelial growth factor(VEGF-) Ab1 (related to vasculature). Microarray analysis
showed that the expressions of the development-related
differential expression genes CYP11A1, Pes, Ntl, VEGF-Ab1,
and Tbx24 significantly changed. The findings suggest that
TP I interfered with the normal embryonic development of
zebrafish.
VEGF is a major vasculogenic and angiogenic factor in
embryonic vessel development. It is involved in many biological processes, including the growth and differentiation of vein
cells, the growth of endothelial cells, and the permeability of
vessels. For zebrafish, VEGF-A and Flk-1 play a crucial role
in the angiogenesis of axes and intersegments. Morphological
analysis has detected the significant absence of both axial and
intersegmental vasculature in zebrafish with downregulated
VEGF [16, 17].
CYP11A1 (cytochrome P450 subfamily XIA polypeptide
1), a member of the CYP450 family, which is related to the
metabolism of xenobiotics, is expressed in the yolk syncytial
layer during early embryogenesis [18, 19]. Therefore, significant expression of CYP11A1 may generate pericardial edema.
In the present study, VEGF and CYP11A1 were significantly
down- and upregulated, respectively. So it may be concluded
that they are related to pericardial edema and abnormalities
in the intersegmental vasculature.
T-box transcription factors are a large family of transcriptional regulators involved in many aspects of embryonic
development, such as the development of neural tubes and
somites [20–26]. Ntl and Tbx24, which are zebrafish Tbox genes, are required for the development of the trunk,
notochord and tail mesoderm, and medial floor plate [21–
23]. During the embryogenesis of zebrafish, Ntl and Tbx24
are located in and derived from notochord cells and somites,
respectively [25]. The research has shown that inhibiting Ntl
and Tbx24 causes spinal flexion and somite defects [26]. Our
microarray analysis also showed that Ntl and Tbx24 were
significantly down- and upregulated. We conclude that these
transcription factors may cause spinal flexion.

3.2. Genomic and Functional Analysis of the Toxic Effect of
TP I. In this subsection, we applied the modified hexaMplot
and probabilistic model-based HT to our microarray data to
assess the toxic effect of TP I on the embryonic development
of zebrafish. There are 26272 spots assayed in 12 microarrays
obtained in four repeats of the normal and 1.5 ug/mL and
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Figure 3: Detected line rays (solid bold lines) for sigma = 0.04 and
selected points supporting the three lines.

2.5 ug/mL treated embryonic samples. The original microarray data were normalized using LIMMA algorithms between
and within microarrays [8]. The modified hexaMplot of the
normalized data is shown in Figure 3. Three significant lines
can be detected with the Bayesian probabilistic model. The
optimal threshold is set to 𝜎 = 0.04 according to the algorithm [15]. And the corresponding gene points supporting the
lines are marked with red, green, and blue in Figure 3.
In comparison with the layout of Figure 2, we can infer
some conclusion about the toxic effect of TP I with different
doses. In Q1 of Figure 2, 93 green points were identified to
support one line ray. And the angle 𝛼 of the line ray in
Q1 is small. In other words, the 93 genes that supported
the line are greatly suppressed from the upregulation to
normal with the increase of dose of TP I. The group of 64
genes in Q2 shows the reverse trend of expression; that is,
the downregulation in the samples treated with 1.5 ug/mL is
enhanced to upregulation with 2.5 ug/mL. As to the 17 blue
points in Q3, the downregulated genes are further suppressed
with adding the dose of TP I. But the angle bias from axis
𝑥2 = 𝑥1 is very small. So the alternation of downregulation is
not significant.
It is well known that coexpressed genes, not one gene,
are involved in the biological function together. So we
investigated the biological meaning of the three detected
groups of genes (the points supporting the line rays in
Figure 3) with gene ontology (GO) framework [27]. The
results of GO analysis are summarized in Table 1. The table
has the following organization: representative GO terms and
its biological meaning for genes are listed in the first and
second column. For each GO term, we report four terms of
enrichment in the last column, including the total number of
genes (𝑁), the number of genes annotated to the GO term
(𝐵), the number of genes from our assayed gene annotated
to it (𝑛), and the number of genes in the intersection (𝑏).
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Table 1: The toxic effect on the embryonic development of zebrafish.
Line

Description

𝑃 value

Antigen processing and presentation of
endogenous peptide antigen
Antigen processing and presentation of
endogenous peptide antigen via MHC class I
Antigen processing and presentation of
endogenous antigen

3.99𝐸− 5

GO:0007218

Neuropeptide signaling pathway

1.41𝐸− 4

GO:0000790

Nuclear chromatin

1.81𝐸− 4

GO:0000785

Chromatin

4.71𝐸− 4

GO:0071778

WINAC complex

6.03𝐸− 4

GO:0016591

DNA-directed RNA polymerase II, and
holoenzyme

6.03𝐸− 4

GO:0005212

Structural constituent of eye lens

7.99𝐸− 7

GO term
GO:0002483
GO:0019885

1
GO:0019883

3.99𝐸− 5
7.96𝐸− 5

2

3

The corresponding 𝑃 values of the GO terms enriched
were computed according to the following hypergeometric
distribution and the values were listed in the third column
of Table 1. Consider
𝐵

𝑃 value = ∑
𝑗=𝑏

( 𝑛𝑗 ) ( 𝑁−𝑛
𝐵−𝑗 )
(𝑁
𝐵)

.

(2)

According to the biological function in Table 1, the 93
genes on the green line in Q1 are mainly involved in the
antigen processing and presentation of endogenous peptide
antigen. And their upregulation of the gene group is a little
suppressed with adding dose of TP I from 1.5 to 2.5 ug/mL.
We may conclude that the varying doses of TP I show little
effect on the antigen process.
Similarly, the 64 genes of the red line in Q2 are related
to the chromatin, WINAC complex, or DNA-directed RNA
polymerase II, holoenzyme. The adding dose can reverse the
gene expression pattern from downregulation to upregulation.
As mentioned in the previous literature of TP I, the
peptide is very active against both Gram-positive and Gramnegative bacteria, fungi, viruses, and cancer cells and can
interact with DNA and inhibit the synthesis of macromolecules. Our result may further show the biological mechanism in genome level. The 17 genes in Q3 are of interest.
We found that these genes may play an important role in
the structural constituent of eye lens. And the expression of
downregulated genes is further enhanced with the increasing
dose of TP I. It may be concluded that TP I shows the toxic
side effect on eye lens and this effect is strengthened with
the adding dose. The result may discover some biological
mechanism of TP I in genome level. Of course, more
experiments are required to be performed to gain insight into
the toxic effect of TP I.

Enrichment
(𝑁, 𝐵, 𝑛, 𝑏)
178.99
(6712, 3, 25, 2)
178.99
(6712, 3, 25, 2)
134.24
(6712, 4, 25, 2)
28.77
(6712, 28, 25, 3)
9.31
(6712, 68, 53, 5)
5.94
(6712, 128, 53, 6)
50.66
(6712, 5, 53, 2)
50.66
(6712, 5, 53, 2)
1,118.67
(6712, 4, 3, 2)

4. Conclusion and Discussion
The advantages of tachyplesin I as a novel antimicrobial
peptide are appearing with the insight of its biochemical
mechanism of strong antimicrobial and anticancer activity.
We originally focused on the genetic analysis of TP I. A series
of microarray experiments are performed in our research.
In this paper, the toxic effect of TP I on the embryonic
development of zebrafish was assessed on the genome level.
The hexaMplot was used to illustrate the gene expressions
with the varying doses of TP I. The probabilistic model-based
Hough transform (HT) was used to classify these coexpressed
genes.
In our analysis, three line rays supported with the corresponding 174 genes were detected. The three groups of genes
were classified into the coherent GO terms with the high
significance as detected by gene ontology analysis. The GO
functional groups of these genes, such as antigen processing,
nuclear chromatin, and structural constituent of eye lens, may
explore the biological mechanism of TP I in genome level. In
particular we found that TP I shows the toxic side effect on eye
lens and this effect was strengthened with the adding dose,
which was of interest in the literature of TP I and provided a
new direction for our further research.
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Discovering the signaling pathway and regulatory network would provide significant advance in genome-wide understanding of
pathogenesis of human diseases. Despite the rich transcriptome data, the limitation for microarray data is unable to detect changes
beyond transcriptional level and insufficient in reconstructing pathways and regulatory networks. In our study, protein-protein
interaction (PPI) data is introduced to add molecular biological information for predicting signaling pathway of Alzheimer’s disease
(AD). Combining PPI with gene expression data, significant genes are selected by modified linear regression model firstly. Then,
according to the biological researches that inflammation reaction plays an important role in the generation and deterioration of
AD, NF-𝜅B (nuclear factor-kappa B), as a significant inflammatory factor, has been selected as the beginning gene of the predicting
signaling pathway. Based on that, integer linear programming (ILP) model is proposed to reconstruct the signaling pathway
between NF-𝜅B and AD virulence gene APP (amyloid precursor protein). The results identify 6 AD virulence genes included in
the predicted inflammatory signaling pathway, and a large amount of molecular biological analysis shows the great understanding
of the underlying biological process of AD.

1. Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a progressive and fatal neurodegenerative disorder manifested by cognitive and memory
deterioration. The characteristic pathology changes in AD are
fibrin deposition in cerebral cortex; it is the deposition of
beta-amyloid (A𝛽) in cell space and poly-Tau protein in cell.
In pathomorphism, the expression is senile plaques (SP) and
neurofibrillary tangles (NFT).
Many studies have investigated the mechanism of AD
from various perspectives of its complexity. Recent researches
show that a more accepted hallmark of AD is brain inflammation. Inflammation clearly occurs in pathologically vulnerable regions of AD brain and it does so with the full
complexity of local peripheral inflammatory responses [1–3].
In the periphery, degenerating tissue and the deposition of
highly insoluble abnormal materials are classical stimulants
of inflammation. Likewise, in the AD brain damaged neurons

and neurites and highly insoluble A𝛽 peptide deposits and
neurofibrillary tangles provide obvious stimuli for inflammation [4–7].
To give insight to the AD mechanisms, high-throughput
gene expression data has received extensive attention and
made substantial progress in reconstructing the gene regulatory network. However, due to the underlying shortcomings of microarray technology such as small sample size,
measurement error, and information insufficiency, unveiling
disease mechanism has remained a major challenge to the AD
research community. To overcome these problems, pathway
information and network-based approaches [8] have been
applied and become more informative and powerful for
discovering disease mechanism.
Protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks are reconstructed from protein domain characteristics, gene expression data, and structure-based information with other evidence, for example, gene homology, function annotations,
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and sequence motifs [9]. PPI data contain structure information among different genes while gene expression data do not.
In our study, PPI network data as a priori pathway information is introduced for predicting the inflammatory signaling
pathway in AD. Many literatures have given outstanding
achievements by integrating gene expression data and PPI
data, such as identification of protein complexes [10], small
subnetworks [11], and biomarkers [12]. Zhao et al. presented
an integer linear programming (ILP) method to uncover
pathways among the given starting proteins, ending proteins,
and some transduction factor proteins [13]. However, how
to select the transduction factor proteins is a great problem.
In our study, a modified network-constrained regularization
analysis method [14] is proposed for linear regression analysis
to select appropriate number of significant genes. Simulation
results show that this method can lead to an efficiently global
smoothness of regression coefficients.
Based on that, ILP model is presented to reconstruct
the inflammatory signaling pathway by integrating PPI data
with the AD gene expression data. In the ILP model, the
starting and ending proteins of the predicting pathway need
to be arranged in advance. Nuclear transcription factor NF𝜅B (nuclear factor-kappa B) as one of the most important
inflammatory factors is selected as the starting gene of the
signaling pathway. As we know that NF-𝜅B plays a key role
in regulating the immune response to infection, therefore
incorrect regulation of NF-𝜅B has been linked to cancer,
inflammatory and autoimmune diseases, septic shock, viral
infection, and improper immune development. NF-𝜅B has
also been implicated in processes of synaptic plasticity and
memory [15]. On the other hand, APP (amyloid precursor
protein) as the most important AD virulence gene and
precursor protein of A𝛽 is arranged as the ending protein of
the predicting pathway.
The experiment results show that 6 AD virulence genes
are identified being included in the predicted inflammatory
signaling pathway, and a large amount of inflammation
related genes and pathways has been found by molecular
biological analysis and they show the great understanding of
the pathogenesis of AD.

predictor, represented by the 𝑗th gene’s expression data in all
samples, and 𝛽𝑗 is the 𝑗th gene’s weight vector. Assume that
the predictors are standardized and the response is centered,
we get

2. Methods

where 𝑋 = (𝑥1 |𝐾|𝑥𝑝 ); |𝛽1 | = ∑𝑗=1 |𝛽𝑗 |; 𝜆 1 , 𝜆 2 are nonnegative
turning parameters. And then we estimate 𝛽 by minimizing
(4):

𝑛

∑ 𝜇𝑖 = 0,
𝑖=1

𝑛

∑𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 0,
𝑖=1

𝑛

∑𝑥𝑖𝑗2 = 0,
𝑖=1

(2)

for 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑝.
Gene expression data has the characteristic of less sample
and great noise. As a simple model, linear regression model
has significant performance in handling less sample and great
noise data. The significant genes will get a larger coefficient
while the nonsignificant genes will get a smaller coefficient.
2.2. Network-Constrained Regularization for the Linear
Regression Model. Before using linear regression model,
coefficient 𝛽 needs to be estimated. Many methods have been
proposed which focused on addressing high-dimensionality
genomic data such as LASSO, LA-SEN, and LARS. Here, a
modified network-constrain regularization analysis by C.
Li and H. Li [14] is applied to estimate the coefficient since
it has been proved to perform better than other methods.
This method is a lasso-type problem. It defines a normalized
Laplacian matrix 𝐿 as
1 − 𝑤 (𝑢, V)
{
{
{
𝑑𝑢
{
{
−𝑤
V)
(𝑢,
𝐿={
{
{
√𝑑
𝑑
{
𝑢 V
{
{0

if 𝑢 = V and 𝑑𝑢 ≠
0,
if 𝑢 and V are adjacent,

(3)

otherwise,

where 𝑤(𝑢, V) represents the weight of edge between linked
genes 𝑢 and V. 𝑑V = ∑𝑢∼V 𝑤(𝑢, V) represents all the adjacent
genes of V on the network. Then the definition of the networkconstrained regularization criterion is
𝑇
 
𝐿 (𝜆 1 , 𝜆 2 , 𝛽) = (𝜇 − 𝑋𝛽) (𝜇 − 𝑋𝛽) + 𝜆 1 𝛽1 + 𝜆 2 𝛽𝑇 𝐿𝛽,
(4)
𝑝

2.1. Linear Regression Model. Linear regression model is
widely used in estimation and variable selection. In our
study, the model is applied to selected subset of significant
genes which are important for AD and are going to be the
transduction factors of reconstructing pathway. In the next
prediction step, gene expression data and PPI data will be
integrated by ILP model. After all of the above, a pathway
could be identified between NF-𝜅B and APP. The usual linear
regression model can be expressed as

𝛽 = argmin {𝐿 (𝜆 1 , 𝜆 2 , 𝛽)} .
𝛽

(5)

Minimizing (4) is equivalent to solving a lasso-type
optimization problem. Turning parameters are estimated
by 10-fold cross-validation (CV). Genes in gene interaction
network are selected by PubGene; we chose genes related to
Alzheimer.

𝑝

𝜇 = ∑𝑥𝑗 𝛽𝑗 = 𝑥1 𝛽1 + 𝑥2 𝛽2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑥𝑝 𝛽𝑝 ,

(1)

𝑗=1

where 𝜇 = (𝜇1 , 𝜇2 , . . . , 𝜇𝑛 )𝑇 is response vector, 𝑛 is the
sample number, 𝑥𝑗 = (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , . . . , 𝑥𝑛 )𝑇 , 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑝, is the

2.3. Integer Linear Programming (ILP). The ILP model formulates signaling network detection as an optimization
problem and treats a signaling network as a whole entity
as described in its original publication [13]. PPI network
is a weighted undirected graph, that can be described as
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G(V, E, W), where V is vertices in the graph, representing
protein; E is edge between proteins; and W represents the
weight of edges. W can be calculated by gene expression data.
The ILP model can be described as follows:
Minmize
{𝑥𝑖 ,𝑦𝑖𝑗 }

|𝑉| |𝑉|

|𝑉| |𝑉|

𝑖=1 𝑗=1

𝑖=1 𝑗=1

𝑆 = −∑ ∑𝑤𝑖𝑗 𝑦𝑖𝑗 + 𝜆∑ ∑𝑦𝑖𝑗

Subject to: 𝑦𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑥𝑖 ,
𝑦𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑥𝑗 ,
|𝑉|

∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑗 ≥ 1,

if 𝑖 is either a starting

𝑗=1

or ending protein,
|𝑉|

∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑗 ≥ 2𝑥𝑖 ,

if 𝑖 is not a starting

𝑗=1

or ending protein,
𝑥𝑖 = 1,

if 𝑖 is a protein known in STN,

𝑥𝑖 ∈ {0, 1} ,

𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , |𝑉| ,

𝑦𝑖𝑗 ∈ {0, 1} ,

𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , |𝑉| ,
(6)

where 𝑤𝑖𝑗 is the weight between proteins 𝑖 and 𝑗 in weighted
undirected graph 𝐺; 𝑦𝑖𝑗 is a binary variable to denote whether
the edge 𝐸(𝑖, 𝑗) is a part of the STN. 𝑥𝑖 is also a binary variable
to denote whether protein 𝑖 is a component of the STN. 𝜆 is
a positive penalty parameter. |𝑉| includes all proteins in the
PPI network. 𝑦𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑥𝑗 mean that only if proteins
𝑖 and 𝑗 are both components of STN, the edge 𝐸(𝑖, 𝑗) should
be considered. ∑|𝑉|
𝑗=1 𝑦𝑖𝑗 ≥ 1 represents at least one protein

contact with starting protein or ending protein. ∑|𝑉|
𝑗=1 𝑦𝑖𝑗 ≥ 2𝑥𝑖
makes sure that if 𝑥𝑖 is selected as a component of STN, there
are at least two proteins link to the vertex.
The starting protein and ending protein have confirmed
above that the genes selected by linear model were treated as
transduction factors. The method of chosen parameter 𝜆 can
be found in its original publication. Then we detected protein
pathway by the ILP model.

3. Results and Discussion
To evaluate ILP model, AD dataset, series GSE1297, was
used which were human hippocampal gene expression downloaded from GEO DataSets from the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) offered by Blalock et al.
[16]. The hippocampal specimens they used are obtained
through the Brain Bank of the Alzheimer’s Disease Research
Center at the University of Kentucky. The human Gene Chips
(HG-U133A) of Affymetrix and Microarray Suite 5 are used
in analyzing the microarray data. There are a total of 9
control, 7 incipient, 8 moderate, and 7 severe AD samples

included in this dataset with 22283 gene expressions in each
sample. The PPI data we used is downloaded from website
BioGRID (http://thebiogrid.org/) with 12466 proteins and
40323 interactions in total.
The file format of microarray data downloaded from
NCBI is CEL. The probe data needs data processing like
background correct, normalization, probe correct, and so
on. Then ANOVAs were used on preliminary select genes
and removed all genes whose 𝑃 value was less than
0.05. After processing, 7030 genes for each sample were
left. Then taking linear regression model with modified
network-constrained regularization and AD biological information, the coefficients 𝛽 = (𝛽1 , 𝛽2 , . . . , 𝛽𝑝 ) and 𝑝 =
7030 were obtained. Among them, 7017 values of 𝛽
were zeroes and the other 13 𝛽𝑠 were nonzero values.
So these 13 genes with nonzero values of 𝛽 were considered as significant genes to AD phenotype and they are
denoted in green circles with “(1)” and gene names in
Figure 1.
The 13 selected genes can be mapped to PPI network to
get the corresponding proteins and the interactions between
them and other proteins. Each selected gene was connected
with some other genes in PPI network by the edges. In ILP
algorithm, edge between 𝑖 and 𝑗 was represented by 𝑦𝑖𝑗 . When
ILP chose this edge, 𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 1, otherwise 𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 0.
ILP tries to assign 0 or 1 for 𝑦𝑖𝑗 to ensure the result network
has the largest weight. For the weight of edge, 𝑤𝑖𝑗 , here we
use the Pearson coefficient of the gene expression values to
represent the weight between proteins 𝑖 and 𝑗.
Then using NF-𝜅B as starting protein and APP as ending
protein ILP model was applied to formulate the signaling
network. In the ILP algorithm, penalty parameter 𝜆 is a size
control parameter that needs to be adapted manually. If its
value is too large, the predicted signaling network will be
enormous, otherwise it will be too small to catch the useful
biological information. In our simulation experiment, after
adapting from small value to large value, 𝜆 was determined
as 0.65.
We finally got a signaling pathway with several small
subnetworks. This network is reconstructed by 45 genes
including 13 selected significant genes and is shown in
Figure 1.
In Figure 1, “(0) NF-𝜅B” represents the starting protein NF-𝜅B, “(3) APP” represents the ending protein APP,
“(1)” with the protein names denote the corresponding
selected genes by the regress model, and “(2)” with protein names are selected by ILP to reconstruct the signaling pathways between NF-𝜅B and APP. In order to
analyze the biological functions of the pathways and subnetworks, the predicted result was mapped into its coding gene pathway network, and the online analysis website DAVID (http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/home.jsp) was utilized to further understand their molecular biological functions to AD. Table 1 shows the KEGG pathway analysis
result.
First of all, among the prediction results, there are 5 genes
that have been confirmed as the AD virulence genes such as
SNCA, CALM1, GSK3B, PSEN1, and APP which have been
biologically demonstrated playing crucial roles in AD. Based
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(0) NFKB1

(2) NOTCH1
(1) PSEN1

(2) SRSF5

(2) NR3C1
(2) CEBPA

(1) RELA

(2) ESR1

(2) NCOR2
(1) CALM1

(2) CTNNB1

(1) TGM2

(2) COPS5

(2) DAZAP2
(2) WWP1

(2) SEPT2

(2) KLF5

(2) SNCA

(1) GSK3B

(2) EEF1A1

(2) NOC4L

(1) MAPK14

(1) SIRT1
(2) HDAC2

(2) SNW1
(2) KAT2B
(2) CDC25B

(1) FASN

(2) CENPC1

(2) NDRG1

(2) UBC

(2) DUSP1
(1) MAPK3

(1) PRKAB1

(1) CREB1
(2) RBBP4

(2) SNRNP200

(1) E2F1
(2) CDK2

(1) OGT

(2) HNRNPU

(2) UBR5
(2) KATNA1

(2) DYRK2

(3) APP

Figure 1: Protein signaling pathway predicting result between NF-𝜅B and APP.

on Table 1, T cell receptor signaling pathway, B cell receptor signaling pathway, the Notch signaling pathway, NODlike receptor signaling pathway, Toll-like receptor signaling
pathway, MAPK signaling pathway, neurotrophin signaling
pathway, insulin signaling pathway, and so on were found
to include a major part of important genes derived from
the regression model. Specially, the main predicted pathway
in Figure 1 includes NFKB1, NOTCH1, PSEN1, CTNNB,
COPS5, MAPK14, CENPC1, UBC, and APP; the molecular
biological analysis shows that they have close correlation
between inflammatory response and AD.
It was found that inflammation is a major mechanism
of acute brain injury and chronic neurodegeneration [17].
During the onset of an inflammatory response, signaling
pathways are activated for translating extracellular signals
into intracellular responses converging to the activation of
NF-𝜅B, the central transcription factor in driving the inflammatory response [18]. NF-𝜅B has long been considered a prototypical proinflammatory signaling pathway, largely based
on the activation of NF-𝜅B by proinflammatory cytokines,
such as interleukin-1 (IL-1) and tumor necrosis factor 𝛼
(TNF𝛼), and the role of NF-𝜅B on the expression of other
proinflammatory genes including cytokines, chemokines,
and adhesion molecules, which has been extensively reviewed
elsewhere [9].
Recent studies have also found that Notch receptors
in Notch signaling pathway regulate cell differentiation
and function, and Notch1 has been shown to induce glia

in the peripheral nervous system [19, 20]. NF-𝜅B, Notch,
MAKP, and PSEN1 included in the main pathway of
Figure 1 were observed to have strong regulating functions
between each other, since interleukin-1 (IL-1) activates NF𝜅B via interleukin-1 receptor-associated kinase (IRAK) and
mitogen-activated protein kinase (MEKK1(MAP3 K)) dependent inhibition of NF-𝜅B inhibitor (I-𝜅B) [21, 22]. V-rel
reticuloendotheliosis viral oncogene homolog (c-Rel (NF𝜅B subunit)) can trigger Notch homolog 1 translocationassociated (NOTCH1 receptor) signaling pathway by inducing expression of Jagged1, ligand for Notch receptors [23, 24].
NOTCH1 receptor activated by Jagged1 or Delta-like 1 (DLL1)
is cleaved by ADAM metallopeptidase domain 17 (ADAM17)
and PSEN1 to intracellular domain of NOTCH1. NOTCH1
is transported to nucleus and participates in recombination
signal binding protein for immunoglobulin kappa J region
(RBP-J kappa (CBF1)) mediated transcription [24, 25].
It was also found that 𝛽-catenin- (CTNNB1-) dependent
WNT signaling pathways have crucial roles in the regulation
of diverse cell behaviours, including cell fate, proliferation,
survival, differentiation, migration, and polarity [26, 27]. It is
interesting to note that loss of TNF𝛼 function would inhibit
Wnt/𝛽-catenin signaling [28]. Recently studies show that
Wnt/𝛽-catenin and NF-𝜅B are independent pathways; crossregulation between the Wnt and NF-𝜅B signaling pathways
has emerged as an important area for the regulation of
a diverse array of genes and pathways active in chronic
inflammation, immunity, development, and tumorigenesis.
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Table 1: KEGG pathway analysis of the predicted pathways and
subnetworks in Figure 1.
Pathway
Prostate cancer
Notch signaling pathway
Neurotrophin signaling pathway
Pathways in cancer
Chronic myeloid leukemia
Alzheimer’s disease
Melanogenesis
T cell receptor signaling pathway
Acute myeloid leukemia
NOD-like receptor signaling pathway
Cell cycle
Insulin signaling pathway
Pancreatic cancer
B cell receptor signaling pathway
Small cell lung cancer
Progesterone-mediated oocyte maturation
MAPK signaling pathway
Toll-like receptor signaling pathway
Endometrial cancer
Spliceosome
Glioma
Adipocytokine signaling pathway
Epithelial cell signaling in Helicobacter pylori infection
RIG-I-like receptor signaling pathway
Colorectal cancer

Number
of genes
9
8
6
6
6
5
9
5
5
5
5
6
4
4
4
4
4
5
6
4
5
3
3
3
3

Both 𝛽-catenin and NF-𝜅B activate inducible nitric oxide
synthase (iNOS) gene expression [29].
In addition, the regulatory network between COPS5 and
CENPC1 has been extracted from our algorithm which is
also observed to be implicated in the pathogenesis of AD.
The COP9 (constitutive photomorphogenesis 9) signalosome
(COPS), a large multiprotein complex that resembles the 19S
lid of the 26S proteasome, plays a central role in the regulation
of the E3-cullin RING ubiquitin ligases (CRLs). The catalytic
activity of the COPS complex, carried by subunit 5 (COPS
5/Jab1), COPS-dependent COPS 5, displays isopeptidase
activity; it is intrinsically inactive in other physiologically
relevant forms [30]. Increased APP and accumulation of
neurotoxic A𝛽 in the brain are central to the pathogenesis
of AD. COPS5 is found to be a novel RanBP9-binding
protein that increases APP processing and A𝛽 generation
[31]. COPS5 regulates the stability of the inner kinetochore
components CENP-T and CENP-W, providing the first direct
link between COPS5 and the mitotic apparatus and highlighting the role of COPS5 as a multifunctional cell cycle regulator
[32]. CENP-T interacts with both centromeric chromatin
and microtubule binding kinetochore complexes. Transient
targeting of CENP-C to a noncentromere LacO locus induces

5
the recruitment of some outer kinetochore proteins, similar
to CENP-T [33]. Our result exhibited that COPS5 regulates
CENP-C in the main pathway and ubiquitin and NF-𝜅B were
found to be associated with them. Ubiquitin can degrade the
I𝜅B which is the inhibitor of NF-𝜅B, processing of precursors,
and activation of the I𝜅B kinase (IKK) through a degradationindependent mechanism [34]. On the other hand, COPS5
functions through CDK2 to control premature senescence
in a novel way, depending on cyclin E in the cytoplasm
[35].

4. Conclusions
Although many efforts have been done several decades of
AD, it is still difficult to uncover its phenotype-pathway
relationship and pathogenesis. Recent studies show that the
pathology of AD has an inflammatory component that is
characterized by upregulation of proinflammatory cytokines,
particularly in response to A𝛽. However, the signaling pathways and regulatory networks of the inflammation in AD
pathogenesis are very difficult to reconstruct due to the
complexity.
To discover the inflammation signaling pathway and
regulatory network of AD, in our study, protein interactive
network data, PPI was introduced to overcome the information insufficiencies of DNA microarray gene expression
data by integer linear programming (ILP) method. Two stages
had been used in predicting inflammatory pathway for AD.
Firstly, significant genes had been selected by linear regression analysis with the modified network-constrained regularization analysis. Then ILP model was applied to reconstruct
the signaling pathway between NF-𝜅B and AD virulence gene
APP since NF-𝜅B has long been considered a prototypical
proinflammatory signaling pathway. From the molecular
biology analysis, we found that genes on the main pathway of
the reconstruction results play crucial roles in inflammatory
response and APP which give more biological insight for AD
pathogenesis, such as NF-𝜅B, NOTCH1, CTNNB1, COPS5,
and their signaling pathways. Even more, the pathogenic contribution of the inflammatory response in AD is supported by
our finding of the regulating and functions of the genes and
subnetworks in the predicted signaling pathways. In general,
our studies on combining PPI and gene expression data
discover the signaling pathways of inflammatory response on
AD and help for deeply understanding the pathogenesis of
AD.
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Background. Minimization is a case allocation method for randomized controlled trials (RCT). Evidence suggests that the
minimization method achieves balanced groups with respect to numbers and participant characteristics, and can incorporate more
prognostic factors compared to other randomization methods. Although several automatic allocation systems exist (e.g., randoWeb,
and MagMin), the minimization method is still difficult to implement, and RCTs seldom employ minimization. Therefore, we
developed the minimization allocation controlled trials (MACT) system, a generic manageable minimization allocation system.
System Outline. The MACT system implements minimization allocation by Web and email. It has a unified interface that manages
trials, participants, and allocation. It simultaneously supports multitrials, multicenters, multigrouping, multiple prognostic factors,
and multilevels. Methods. Unlike previous systems, MACT utilizes an optimized database that greatly improves manageability.
Simulations and Results. MACT was assessed in a series of experiments and evaluations. Relative to simple randomization,
minimization produces better balance among groups and similar unpredictability. Applications. MACT has been employed in
two RCTs that lasted three years. During this period, MACT steadily and simultaneously satisfied the requirements of the trial.
Conclusions. MACT is a manageable, easy-to-use case allocation system. Its outstanding features are attracting more RCTs to use
the minimization allocation method.

1. Background
The blind randomized control trial (RCT) is commonly
accepted as the gold standard research method for evaluating medical innovations [1]. When correctly performed,
the RCT ensures that the same sort of participants receive
intervention and control, thus eliminating selection and
confounding biases [2]. When the study size is large enough,
unbiased allocation of participants into either treatment
groups or control groups maintains the balance of numbers
and prognostic factors of participants among groups. This
is essential to establish the internal validity of an RCT and
ensure that the results are objective and scientific. Unbiased
allocation allows RCTs to evaluate the effectiveness of medical
innovations, such as a new surgical operation or a drug, in
a sample population. When the number of participants is

small, unbiased allocation is not appropriate, and alternative
allocation methods are required.
Methods for allocation of trial participants can be divided
into two categories: randomized allocation that includes
simple, stratified, and blocked randomizations and dynamic
allocation that includes biased coin, urn designs, and minimization techniques. Although permuted block methods are
increasingly popular, simple randomization is more widely
used than dynamic methods. In fact, a 2001 review indicated
that only 4% of 150 RCTs employed minimization methods
[3].
The simple randomization method allocates participants
according to a pregenerated random number table, random
number generator, or methods similar to a coin toss. This
represents a completely unpredictable approach. However,

2
simple randomization may result in an imbalance of prognostic factors among groups when trial sizes are small [4].
Minimization, which was first proposed by Taves in 1974
[5], employs a deterministic algorithm to allocate participants
into groups. This deterministic algorithm minimizes differences among groups with respect to prognostic factors associated with the entire trial. Literature indicates that minimization method achieves good group balance [4]. However, the
nonrandom nature of the method may introduce selection
bias, as it may be possible to predict which group the next
subject will be enrolled in, provided the factor levels of the
new subject are known [6]. To enhance the unpredictability
of the minimization method, a random element has been
introduced. A random element is a probability (𝑝) value
ranging from 0.5 to 1 [7]. After the initial minimization
allocation, a participant is assigned to a group based on the
probabilities for 𝑝. Other methods may be used to reduce
predictability, such as excluding exact details of the algorithm
in the protocol, collecting data that is not used as a prognostic
factor at the time of randomization, or introducing site as a
factor in a multisite trial.
Evidence suggests that minimization allocation outperforms simple randomization, resulting in less chance of an
imbalance of prognostic factors and treatment factors among
groups. As minimization is increasingly used to allocate
participants in RCTs, these observations strengthen the credibility of trial results. However, the allocation of future patients
to a trial is less predictable in simple randomization allocation
compared to minimization [8]. Previously, a simulation study
showed that the performance of simple randomization was
similar to minimization when random element was applied
[9].
Currently, there are few random allocation systems available. Kenjo et al. created an easily customized and multiinstitutional minimization allocation system [10]. This system
is based on the Practical Extraction and Report Language
(PERL) for writing common gateway interface (CGI) script.
This system balances prognostic factors among groups. However, details describing the system are limited. Cai et al.
developed a generic minimization random allocation and
blinding system coded with Microsoft Visual Basic and Active
Server Pages (ASP) programming languages [11, 12]. System
details, usage, and a portion of the code are available, but
the design of the database is complex, resulting in difficulties
associated with programming and maintenance. Furthermore, trial management is confusing, and system administration is difficult. Morice developed randoWeb, an online
randomization tool for clinical trials [13]. This system provides simple, stratified, and dynamic randomization methods, but system management details are limited.
We sought to facilitate case allocation and RCT management through the development of a minimization allocation
controlled trial (MACT) system. In this system, multicenter,
multigrouping, multiple prognostic factors, and multilevel
RCTs with simple randomization or minimization can be
achieved. Benefits of this system include the use of an
optimized common relational database based on just 4 tables,
rather than an entity-attribute-value (EAV) model [14].
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Figure 1: System architecture.

The common relational database provides a unified programming and management interface that makes MACT easy
to generalize. The MACT codes are concise and easy to
understand, which makes the final system operation, maintenance, and management very convenient. In theory, the
maximum number of prognostic factors in MACT is limited
by the capability of the hardware. In reality, the maximum
number of prognostic factors is limited by the study design,
as increasing numbers of prognostic factors make it difficult
to control balance and predictability. In practice, the actual
number of prognostic factors is much smaller than MACT’s
capability.

2. System Outline
2.1. System Architecture
2.1.1. Software and Hardware. MACT is designed to run on
a Windows 2000 platform and microcomputers that are able
to support the MACT system. In practice, our platform is a
DELL SC440 Server with 1 GB RAM, 160 GB hard disk, and a
Pentium dual-core CPU E2180 @ 2.0 GHz.
User and trial management employs the internal IIS
server of Windows 2000. E-mail requires a SMTP server and
the DBMS is SQL Server 7.0.
Users can access MACT through any internet browser
application; tested browsers include Internet Explorer and
Chrome.
2.1.2. System Architecture Diagram. A schematic of MACT
system architecture is shown in Figure 1. All users, including
administrators, trial managers, and data collectors, utilize
browsers. They access certain modules to complete their
respective user management, trial management, and participant allocation tasks (Figure 1).
2.2. User Management. MACT has three tiers of management: administrator, trial manager, and data collector. In
addition, there are two other classes of users: registered users
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Table 1: User permissions coding.
Coding
128
64
32
16
8
4
2
1

3

Permissions
Administrator
Trial manager
Data collector
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Banned user
Registered user

and banned users. Registered and banned users are unable to
complete any operations in MACT; however, registered users
can be changed into data collectors or trial managers, but
banned users cannot. Preassigned permissions are encoded
as shown in Table 1.
The administrator has the most privileges. The administrator has the ability to access all modules and manages
users through user management modules. Administration
tasks include assigning data collectors to trials; adjusting permissions (e.g., changing users permissions to data collector or
trial manager); and banning offending users. New users can
register by telephone, short message service (SMS; text), or
email and administrators can adjust permissions.
2.3. Trial Management. Trial managers design studies, register participants, and assign prognostic factors, numbers of
groups, and 𝑝. Initialization of new trials involves
(i) entering the name of the trial in the data collection
interface,
(ii) setting the 𝑝 to enhance the unpredictability of the
minimization method,
(iii) adding the important prognostic factors and identifying the associated levels in each factor to determine
inclusion and exclusion criteria,
(iv) assigning group names to treatment regimens (e.g., A,
B, C, etc.).
Trial managers can view the total number of participants
included in a trial, the number of participants recruited in
each subcenter, and the number of participants in each group.
Trial managers can communicate with data collectors via
email.
2.4. Participant Allocation. Data collectors at each trial subcenter are responsible for recruiting participants. Data collectors enter participant information into MACT, and the
system automatically allocates the participant to a group.
Details of the allocation process are communicated to the
data collectors and the trial manger via email. Data collectors
are blinded to the specifics of the treatment regimens.
Patient privacy is protected by hardware and software firewalls. Access to patient data is restricted through appropriate
MACT management procedures.

3.1. Database Design. Unlike previous systems, MACT
employs a traditional relational database instead of an EAV
database. EAV databases are often used in instances where
the amounts of attributes, properties, or parameters that can
be used to define an entity are potentially limitless, but sparse.
EAV databases are especially applicable to RCTs, where they
take into account different prognostic factors, levels, and
allocation bias. Such differences result in heterogeneity. This
heterogeneity is intensified if several RCTs exist within one
system. The EAV design transforms the heterogeneity into
one table that has three columns: entity, attribute, and value.
Entity is the patient event and includes the patient ID;
attribute or parameter is a foreign key into a table of attribute
definitions; attribute definitions include an attribute ID,
attribute name, description, data type, units of measurement,
and input validation; value is the value of the attribute. The
EAV database model has many advantages. First, it stores
heterogeneous data through a unified logical structure that
provides a convenient interface for programming. Second, it
has a simple structure that is easily adaptable to accommodate
multitrials. When new data arrives, it is appended directly
to existing data without changing the structure of the table.
Third, it efficiently utilizes storage space. However, the EAV
model has two insurmountable shortcomings. First, the
program has no ability to manipulate all the attributes within
a whole row using one operation. Accessing a whole row
in the EAV model requires many operations and multiple
table joins. The process of querying an 𝑛-column row requires
𝑛 SELECTs and 𝑛 − 1 JOIN statements. In contrast, SQL
data definition and query language used in most relational
databases uses one SELECT statement. Second, EAV tables
save storage space when the original table is sparse, but,
when the occupancy rate is greater than 1/3, the EAV tables
occupy a significantly higher amount of storage due to data
redundancy.
In order to improve the EAV model, MACT created a
common relational database with a rule column (RTWR) to
store trial data. MACT’s database is illustrated in Figure 2.
The following is an explanation of the database and its
various components.
CENTER. Stores information of all users (administrator,
trial managers, data collectors, registered users, and banned
users), including username, password, email addresses, and
permission levels. Operations include registering users,
changing permissions, and removing users. The latter two
operations can only be performed by an administrator.
TRIAL. Stores information on all trials, including trial manager’s ID, allocation bias, number of prognostic factors, the
pattern string of every prognostic factor, and the number of
groups. The pattern string contains the name, cutoff value,
and weight of prognostic factors. The rule column in TRIAL
contains the pattern string. The rule column in TRIAL and
RULEDATA constitute the RTWR structure. This structure
enables MACT to store heterogeneous data in RULEDATA.
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Center
PK ID
Name
Password
Email
Au

Trial
PK ID
Name
FK Center ID
P
Number of PFs
Number of groups
Pattern string 1
···
Pattern string 8

Trial center
PK ID
FK Center ID
FK Trial ID

Ruledata
PK ID
FK Trial ID
FK Center ID
Patient name
Value of PF1
···
Value of group
···

Figure 2: Database structure.

Table 2: The setup of multitrial simulations.
Number
1
2
3

Number of
prognostic
factors

Number of
maximum
levels

Number of
groups

Allocation
bias

2
3
6

3
4
5

2
3
3

0.9
0.8
0.7

Figure 3: Rule translator.

RULEDATA. It stores all trial data, including trial ID, manager
ID, participant names, and all values of prognostic factors.
Data transformation uses a pattern string as follows.
(i) Information about prognostic factors can be acquired
from TRIAL through trial ID.
(ii) A preprogrammed conversion module acquires the
name, cutoff values, and weight of prognostic factors
from TRIAL and shows them on screen.
For example, in Figure 3, the pattern string Age 1 3 1 20
29 2 30 39 3 40 49 is transformed: the name of the prognostic factor is Age; its weight is 1; it is divided into several levels,
20 to 29, 30 to 39, and 40 to 49. When data is needed, all of the
information can be retrieved through the conversion module
by one operation.
The common relational database has the ability to store
heterogeneous data that can be retrieved by a single operation. However, the maximum number of prognostic factors is
limited in this database, as the number of columns is unalterable; the maximum number of prognostic factors of all trials
is equivalent to the number of columns in RULEDATA and
storage space is wasted. As trials have different numbers of
prognostic factors, there are empty columns in RULEDATA
(Figure 3).

3.2. Minimization Allocation. The minimization method
involves
(i) allocation of the first participant into an arbitrary
group with the probability 1/number of groups,
(ii) allocation of subsequent participants into group with
probability 𝑝, such that arg minℎ 𝐺ℎ = ∑𝑀
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 𝐷𝑖𝑗 ,
where 𝐷𝑖𝑗 is defined as 𝐷𝑖𝑗 = Var(𝑥1𝑖𝑗 , 𝑥2𝑖𝑗 , . . . , 𝑥𝑘𝑖𝑗 ),
where 𝑘 is the number of groups, 𝑖 is the number of
prognostic factors, 𝑗 is the number of levels, 𝑤 is the
weight of prognostic factors, 𝑝 is the allocation bias,
and 𝑥 is the number of case
Because minimization allocation and 𝑝 allocation are
two independent procedures, the minimization allocation
transforms into simple random allocation when 𝑝 = 0.5. In
this situation, MACT performs simple randomization.

4. Simulations and Results
Single and multitrial simulations were performed to ensure
that MACT would achieve the desired results. The single-trial
simulation included 300 participants where 𝑖 = 2, 𝑗max = 2,
𝑘 = 2, 𝑝 = 0.8, where 𝑗max represents the maximum value of
prognostic factors. In the multitrial simulation, 3 RCTs were
run simultaneously (Table 2). Balance of prognostic factors
between intervention groups and the unpredictability of the
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Table 3: The standard deviation of cases and prognostic factors among groups.
Number of cases
Method
Number of cases
PF1
Level 1
Level 2
PF2
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

100

200
Minimization
1.41

Simple
7.07

300
Minimization
0.00

Minimization
1.41

Simple
7.07

Simple
1.41

0 .705
2.12

4.95
2.12

0.705
0.705

2.12
4.95

0.00
0.00

1.41
2.83

2.12
4.95
4.24

2.12
0.705
5.56

2.12
4.95
4.24

9.19
6.36
4.24

4.95
8.49
3.54

4.95
8.49
4.95

Table 4: The unpredictability of a single trial.
Cases
Method
Correct
Incorrect
Correct%
SD

100
Minimization
29
21
42.0
5.66

200
Simple
21
29
58.0
5.66

Minimization
77
73
51.3
2.83

minimization and simple randomization allocation methods
were compared. Unpredictability was evaluated using Support Vector Machine (SVM) [15], a technique for bioinformatics classification [16–18]. In this task, SVM considered the
allocations of the first 50 participants to predict allocation
of the 51st participant. Subsequently, the 51st participant was
added into the simulation and the above process was repeated
until there were no new participants. The total numbers of
correctly and incorrectly predicted results were recorded. The
unpredictability is evaluated by the standard deviation of the
number of correct and incorrect predicted allocation results.
When the standard deviation is 0, the allocation is perfectly
unpredictable.
4.1. Single Trial Simulation. Table 3 shows the balance of prognostic factors (PF) between intervention groups achieved
by minimization and simple randomization in the single
trial simulation. The values are standard deviations of participants among groups according to levels of prognostic
factors. Smaller values indicate a smaller difference between
groups; bold and italicized values indicate better performance
(Tables 3–6). When 100 participants were allocated, minimization outperformed simple randomization in most cases.
When 200 participants were allocated, minimization was not
inferior to simple randomization in all cases and outperformed simple randomization in most cases. When 300
participants were allocated, the performance of minimization and simple randomization was similar, although minimization tended to outperform simple randomization.
We demonstrated the predictability of minimization and
simple randomization in a single trial simulation in Table 4.
The total numbers of correctly and incorrectly predicted
results were also recorded (Table 4). Note that more incorrect
predictions do not result in higher unpredictability because

300
Simple
75
75
50.0
0.00

Minimization
131
119
52.4
8.49

Simple
120
130
48.0
7.07

smart forecasters can use the opposite result of predictive
algorithms. For this reason, we took the standard deviation
from the number of correct and incorrect predictions as the
measurement of unpredictability. When the first 100 participants were allocated, the unpredictability of minimization
and simple randomization was the same in our simulation
as indicated by the standard deviations. As the number of
participants increased to 200 and 300, the unpredictability of
minimization was greater than simple randomization.
4.2. Multitrial Simulations. The multitrial simulations confirmed that as the number of participants allocated increased,
minimization achieved a better balance of prognostic factors
among groups, while simple randomization had better unpredictability (Tables 5 and 6). Only the result of the largest trial,
which is number 3 in Table 2, is recorded in Tables 5 and 6,
because all the results are similar to the single trial.

5. Applications
MACT was initially employed for RCT 2006BAI08B0201, which had four prognostic factors, including gender (2
levels), age (4 levels), primary disease (4 levels), and cardiac
function (3 levels). In total, 340 participants were allocated
into two groups and the allocation bias was 0.8. The MACT
allocated participants are shown in Table 7. MACT achieved
an ideal balance of prognostic factors between the two groups
and 126 correct and 164 incorrect predictions.
Subsequently, MACT was employed for RCT
2008BAI53B04, which had three prognostic factors including
gender (2 levels), age (7 levels), and medical score (10 levels).
In total, 370 cases were allocated into two groups and the
allocation bias was 0.8. There were 154 correct and 166
incorrect predictions (Table 8).
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Table 5: The standard deviation of cases and prognostic factors among groups.

Number of Cases
Method
Number of cases
PF1
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
PF2
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
PF3
Level 1
Level 2
PF4
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
PF5
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
PF6
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

300
Minimization
0.816

400
Minimization
0.816

Simple
1.41

Simple
4.97

500
Minimization
0.816

Simple
1.41

0.816
0.00
0.500
1.15
0.957

2.16
1.83
3.20
2.58
1.71

0.577
0.577
0.500
0.577
0.500

3.70
2.65
3.30
2.38
3.77

0.500
0.957
1.41
0.577
0.00

4.92
3.59
4.97
2.65
5.48

0.957
0.816
0.957

4.27
3.92
4.86

0.816
0.500
0.500

3.65
6.99
4.99

0.577
0.957
0.500

3.70
11.9
8.62

0.816
0.816

5.23
6.32

0.00
0.816

2.94
6.38

0.500
0.500

3.59
9.57

0.500
0.500
0.500
0.957
0.816

2.99
4.03
2.87
4.65
2.94

0.957
0.957
0.957
0.00
0.500

4.50
4.19
2.22
5.48
2.63

0.577
0.816
0.577
0.577
0.577

3.70
5.42
4.43
4.43
2.52

0.500
0.957
0.577
0.816

5.50
5.12
2.38
4.16

0.577
1.00
0.500
0.710

7.54
5.26
3.70
4.79

0.500
0.816
0.500
0.816

6.80
8.29
5.85
4.00

0.577
1.26
1.71

5.07
2.36
2.50

2.06
1.91
2.50

6.18
4.43
5.74

4.11
1.71
4.12

8.62
5.32
6.95

Table 6: The unpredictability of multitrials.
Cases
Method
Correct
Incorrect
Correct %
SD

300
Minimization
42
208
16.8
117

400
Simple
63
187
25.2
87.7

Minimization
67
283
19.1
153

In practical applications, MACT achieved a good balance
of prognostic factors among groups. This greatly improved
the internal validity of the RCTs and yielded more robust
conclusions.

6. Conclusions
MACT is an easy-to-manage allocation system. Currently, 11
hospitals in northern China are registered as subcenters. The
trial managers and data collectors in these subcenters became
familiar with the system within one hour’s training. Trials
are managed and participants are allocated without further

500
Simple
89
261
25.4
122

Minimization
86
364
19.1
197

Simple
113
337
25.1
158

programming. MACT has excellent stability. So far, MACT
has run continuously for three years. With the exception of
regular hardware maintenance, the system has never failed.
As an easy-to-expand, easy-to-manage, and stable system,
MACT facilitates the use of the minimization method in the
practice of clinical trials.
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Table 7: The allocation results of project 2006BAI08B02-01.
PF

Level
1
2
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3

1

2

3

4
Total

Group 1
91
78
10
25
45
89
137
7
7
18
21
96
52
169

Group 2
94
77
9
27
46
89
136
9
7
19
20
97
54
171

Table 8: The allocation results of project 2008BAI53B04.
PF
1

2

3

Level
1
2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Total

Group 1
121
64
10
48
34
33
37
18
5
0
3
17
78
36
23
12
8
1
7
185

Group 2
122
63
10
46
37
34
39
14
5
0
3
17
78
36
24
12
7
2
6
185
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Objective. The purpose of this study was to describe a new data visualisation system by plotting the human face to observe the
comprehensive effects of multivariate data. Methods. The Graphics Device Interface (GDI+) in the Visual Studio.NET development
platform was used to write a program that enables facial image parameters to be recorded, such as cropping and rotation, and
can generate a new facial image according to 𝑍 values from sets of normal data (𝑍 > 3 was still counted as 3). The measured
clinical laboratory parameters related to health status were obtained from senile people, glaucoma patients, and fatty liver patients
to illustrate the facial data visualisation system. Results. When the eyes, nose, and mouth were rotated around their own axes at the
same angle, the deformation effects were similar. The deformation effects for any abnormality of the eyes, nose, or mouth should be
slightly higher than those for simultaneous abnormalities. The facial changes in the populations with different health statuses were
significant compared with a control population. Conclusions. The comprehensive effects of multivariate may not equal the sum of
each variable. The 3𝑍 facial data visualisation system can effectively distinguish people with poor health status from healthy people.

1. Introduction
Data visualisation is the study of visual representation of data
to communicate information clearly and effectively through
graphical means [1–3]. The medical sciences have a uniquely
intertwined relationship with bioinformatics. The rapidly
expanding field of biology creates enormous challenges to
enable researchers to gain insights from large and highly
complex data sets. Although researchers and practitioners
often create patterns that can be visually identified, such as
charts, graphs, and interactive displays, when solving a large
range of problems, there are no definite accepted methods to
identify these complex relationships [4–6].
Traditional data visualisation systems are mostly based
on mathematical models, but complex bioinformatic correlations may not follow previously known statistical rules.
Therefore, it is essential to explore methods for data visualisation that do not completely rely on mathematical models.
We established the 3𝑍 facial data visualisation system based

on changes in human facial features. Certain specific bioinformatics rules for correlations may be elucidated with the
use of the data visualisation system.
Chernoff first developed the idea of using human facial
characteristics as a means to visualise data [7, 8]. The idea
behind using faces is that humans easily recognise faces
and notice small changes without difficulty. Chernoff faces
display multivariate data in the shape of a human face.
However, the effectiveness of this form of visualisation is
still open to speculation. When assigning several variables to
various facial features when drawing Chernoff faces, different
drawers may make different choices. Accordingly, different
grouping results may be obtained. Therefore, Chernoff faces
may not work well to detect the comprehensive effects of
multivariate data, and updates of facial data visualisation are
required for this purpose.
Displaying data quantitatively is required for data visualisation systems. Thus, it is important to quantitatively plot
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the human face based on multivariate data. The correct
relations of multivariate data should not be obtained without
quantitative data display. We developed a program that
enables facial image parameters to be recorded quantitatively
according to 𝑍 values from sets of normal data and can
generate a new facial image for observing comprehensive
effects of multivariate data. Thus, a new analytic platform may
elucidate complex bioinformatic correlations.
From a public point of view, the health status of an individual is influenced by social, psychological, and biological
factors [9–11]. Thus, any quantitative evaluation of health
status is a challenging task. Deteriorations in health status for
any reason will induce changes in somatic biological factors,
with a consequently increased risk of disease. This process is
accompanied with changes in clinical laboratory parameters
[12–14]. The present study was performed to elucidate the
parameters of a facial data visualisation system based on
changes in the facial features of individuals and their role in
health assessment by assessing correlations with laboratory
parameters.

2. Methods
2.1. Construction of the Facial Data Visualisation System. The
data visualisation system was constructed on the basis of
human facial images, including the eyes, nose, and mouth.
These three features were rotated clockwise around their own
axes, with the original value of 0∘ and the terminating value
of 45∘ . Data from different groups were normalised as 0–
45, and the larger the value, the larger the angle of rotation
and the more significant the facial changes. The present study
randomly inputted the three groups of data from both eyes,
the nose, and the mouth to form the data visualisation system.
We used object-oriented technology to develop a graphics processing program with the technical support of the
Microsoft.NET Framework and Graphics Device Interface
(GDI+) of the Visual Studio.NET development platform.
The program enabled us to develop parameters that could
process graphics or images, such as cropping, rotation, and
the generation of a new image, to achieve data visualisation.
2.2. Laboratory Parameters for Health Assessment. The related
experimental indicators of organ function, blood lipid levels,
and stress levels were divided into three groups to evaluate
the health status from three dimensions to reflect the impact
of different factors on health. Evaluation indicators of organ
function included albumin (Alb, 41 ± 3.5 g/L). Evaluation
indicators of blood lipids included cholesterol (Chol, 5.0 ±
0.9 mmol/L), and evaluation indicators of stress included
the neutrophil count (Neut, 3.5 ± 1.2 × 109 /L). Laboratory
indices were measured with an automatic analyser in the
clinical laboratory of our university hospital using standard
commercial reagent kits.
2.3. Standardisation of Measurement Values. Based on the
reference ranges, we obtained the mean values and the
standard deviation (SD) for the normally distributed data. 𝑍values were calculated according to the following formula for
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Neut and Chol, where 𝑋 was the measured value and Mean
was the mean value:
𝑍=

(𝑋 − Mean)
.
SD

(1)

For Alb, a lower measured value represented a worse
health status; therefore, the 𝑍 values were calculated according to the following formula:
𝑍=

(Mean − 𝑋)
.
SD

(2)

Thus, the measured values for the parameters as mentioned were comparable after transformation, where 𝑍 < 0
indicated that it was normal. The larger the value is, the
poorer the health status is.
2.4. The Angle Transformation. 𝑍 > 3 indicated that the
health status was very poor or the patient was ill. Therefore,
emphasis was placed on 𝑍-score changes between 0 and 3
in assessing health status. Therefore, 𝑍 < 0 was counted as
0. 𝑍 > 3 was counted as 3. The transformed value after the
multiplication of 𝑍 by 15 was between 0 and 45, which was
suitable for the facial data visualisation system. The measured
values for different observed subjects were normalised (𝑍
value transformation), and the transformation was made for
the angle 0–45∘ (𝑍 × 15).
The transformed values of angles were input into the facial
data visualisation system, and thus, the correlations between
the values from different dimensions and the possible integrative effects were observed.
2.5. Subjects. Fifteen patients with glaucoma requiring ophthalmologic surgery (57.8 ± 7.2 years old, 7 male and 8
female) were randomly selected as the glaucoma group.
Forty individuals with nonalcoholic fatty liver as indicated by ultrasonography (31.4 ± 4.3 years old, 20 male and 20
female) were selected as the fatty liver group. Subjects in the
fatty liver group who met the following criteria were excluded
from the study: (1) those suffering from other liver diseases,
such as viral hepatitis; (2) subjects who had a dependence on
alcohol; and (3) individuals aged >40 years old.
Forty elderly subjects without organic disease as detected
by imaging examinations (82.5 ± 2.4 years old, 20 male and
20 female) were randomly selected as the elderly group.
In the control group, there were 40 individuals (20 male
and 20 female) aged between 20 and 30 years old without
organic disease as detected by imaging examinations, and
their average age was 26.7 years old.
2.6. Statistical Analysis. The null hypothesis was that means
in different populations were equal. One-way ANOVA was
used to analyse the differences of each indicator among the
various populations. The degrees of freedom were 3 and 156,
respectively, in our sample; 𝐹0.05(3,150) was 2.66. A difference
was considered to be statistically significant when the 𝑃
value was less than 0.05. Statistical analyses were performed
with SPSS statistical analysis software for Windows (SPSS,
Chicago, IL, USA).
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Table 1: Measured data and angular transformation for the populations with different health statuses.
Group
Glaucoma
Fatty liver
Elderly
Control
𝐹 value
𝑃 value

Measured value (mean ± SD)

Angular transformation (median)

Neut

Alb

Chol

Neut

Alb

Chol

5.09 ± 1.86
3.73 ± 1.35
3.67 ± 1.32
3.33 ± 1.04

39.11 ± 4.57
40.29 ± 3.06
38.62 ± 2.28
40.99 ± 2.48

6.11 ± 1.51
5.86 ± 1.13
5.61 ± 1.09
5.31 ± 1.39

11.0
0.1
0.0
0.0

4.0
1.1
9.5
1.8

18.5
12.9
7.9
0.5

6.513
<0.0001

5.116
0.002

2.102
0.103

—
—

—
—

—
—

𝐹0.05(3,150) = 2.66.

3. Results
The intentionally preset data (normal value; the organs were
rotated 10∘ , the eyes were rotated 30∘ , the nose was rotated
30∘ , and the mouth was rotated 30∘ ) were input into the facial
data visualisation system. The consequent facial changes
are shown in Figure 1. The deformation extent for (b) was
relatively mild, whereas the deformation extents for (c)–(e)
were relatively major, and the deformation extents for (c), (d),
and (e) were identical.
The measured data for the populations with different
health statuses are shown in Table 1. The measured values
were converted into the angle transformation using (1), (2),
and the formula described at the angle transformation section
in Method. The median angle values in different groups are
also shown in Table 1 and were input into the facial data
visualisation system (rotation of eye depends on data of Neut;
that of nose depends on data of Alb, and that of mouth
depends on data of Chol). The resulting facial changes are
shown in Figure 2. The facial changes in the populations with
different health statuses were significant compared with those
in the control populations.

4. Discussion
To assess the comparability of change in measured values, the
data transformation into 𝑍 values was conducted using the
average value and standard deviation. Because the maximal 𝑍
value preset was 3 in our system, the data visualisation system
was defined as a 3𝑍 facial data visualisation system. The
positions of human facial features (eyes, nose, and mouth)
constitute the major facial characteristics, and the main mode
of recognition is in the brain. Thus, observers are sensitive to
facial deformation. The present study rotated the eyes, nose,
and mouth around their own respective axes, and significant
deformation effects should be found when 𝑍 = 2 according to
statistical theory. The observations (𝑍 = 2) made in Figures
1(c)–1(e) [(c), eyes rotated 30∘ ; (d), nose rotated 30∘ ; and
(e), mouth rotated 30∘ ] revealed that the deformation effects
from the rotating angles of the eyes, nose, and mouth on the
face were similar, which indicated that the rotation of these
features can be used to observe the comprehensive effects of
multivariate data.
As seen in Figure 1, the sum of the rotations for eyes, nose,
and mouth was 30∘ when they were rotated 10∘ separately

(Figure 1(b)), and the deformation effects should be identical
to those shown in Figures 1(c), 1(d), or 1(e). However, the
results reveal that the deformation extent in Figure 1(b) was
significantly lower than those shown in Figures 1(c), 1(d),
or 1(e), which indicates that the deformation effects for any
abnormality in the eyes, nose, or mouth should be higher
than that for small simultaneous abnormalities. Therefore,
the display of data with the use of facial characteristics may
unravel new data patterns. Concerning the complex objects
affected by multiple factors, the influence on the subject from
significant changes in a certain factor may be higher than that
from small changes in several factors; therefore, the facial data
visualisation system may be more suitable for the analysis of
certain complex systems.
Changes in health status usually do not accompany
specific clinical signs. Routinely measured clinical laboratory
parameters may be the only useful information for the
assessment of healthy status of individuals [14–16]. However,
the diagnostic thresholds usually provided are used for
diagnosing diseases rather than assessing healthy status. Our
results indicate that the 𝑃 values were all less than or near
0.05 for the 3 indicators for the populations with different
health statuses, indicating that these 3 indicators can be used
for health assessment in distinguishing people with good
and poor health. The problem was that we could not define
the degree of poor health status using these 3 indicators.
The health status of individuals may be determined by the
quantity of the dimension with the poorest indication for
health or the average of different dimensions. Therefore, the
objective and accurate evaluation of health status becomes
difficult.
As the experimental data in this study were represented
by values, they were suitable for data visualisation. The facial
data visualisation system may be more suitable for displaying
and analysing health status parameters. We selected patients
with glaucoma as a representative stress population, patients
with fatty liver as a representative overnutrition population
and elderly subjects as a representative population with functional insufficiency, because the health status of individuals is
determined by multiple factors. The present study used the
parameters of Neut, Chol, and Alb to represent the stressresponse level, blood lipid level, and organ function level of
the subjects, respectively [15–17], in three populations with
different health statuses, compared with normal controls.
Any item from these three indices among the populations
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 1: Effectiveness of the data display using the facial data visualisation system. (a) Normal value (eye = 0; nose = 0; mouth = 0); (b) facial
features were rotated 10∘ (eye = 10; nose = 10; mouth = 10); (c) the eyes were rotated 30∘ (eye = 30; nose = 0; mouth = 0); (d) the nose was
rotated 30∘ (eye = 0; nose = 30; mouth = 0); (e) the mouth was rotated 30∘ (eye = 0; nose = 0; mouth = 30).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Effectiveness of the display of measured values for the populations with different health statuses using the facial data visualisation
system. (a) Normal control; (b) glaucoma group; (c) fatty liver group; (d) elderly people.

may be different from that of normal population, although
the degrees were not the same. The measured values for the
populations as mentioned above were displayed by using the
facial data visualisation system. The results indicated that the
facial changes in the control population were not significant,
whereas the facial changes in the populations with different
health statuses were significant (Figure 2). The facial data
visualisation system could effectively distinguish people with

a poor health status from normal people, which indicates that
this system may be a valid tool for the analysis of complex
systems.
This facial data visualisation system will primarily be used
for individual evaluation, rather than population evaluation.
Therefore, the relatively small sample sizes in our study were
acceptable for obtaining features of different health statuses.
The limitation of our facial data visualisation system was that
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the system has only three rotational variables and was not
suitable for displaying more parameters. We suggest selecting
three factors that explain most of the variance observed
in a much larger number of manifest variables with the
factor analysis method first and then, using our facial data
visualisation system, displaying these three factors. Although
the factor analysis technique could solve the above problem,
the development of a facial data visualisation system with
more variables is still an important future research direction.
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[10]

[11]

[12]

5. Conclusions
In this work, we explore the way for data visualization that
does not completely rely on mathematical models. The facial
data visualization system based on quantitative changes in
human facial features has been established. A deeper understanding of multivariate data could be obtained by plotting
facial image system through intuitive experience. Certain
specific bioinformatics rules for correlations could also be
unraveled with using this data visualization system. The facial
data visualization system may effectively distinguish people
with a poor health status.
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